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ABSTRACT

There is a growing demand for wideband circuit switching networks to provide non-blocking

channels for broadband communication with mixed services including voice, data, and video. In

this dissertation, electronic switching techniques for high data rate, star-topology, optical fiber

networks are studied. This thesis emphasizes the integrated circuit implementation of a

crosspoint switch, which is the key element in circuit switching, with a capacity of 100 to 200

Mb/s.

CMOS technologies with minimum channel lengths below 3 urn have been chosen to per

mit data propagation at the desired speeds, while minimizing power consumption and chip area.

Circuit techniques that may reduce timing jitter and noise arising from capacitive and inductive

couplings between on-chip nodes including power supply railshave been explored. One effective

technique is to limit the voltage swing at critical nodes.

As a demonstration vehicle, a prototype switch containing crosspoints for 16 inputs and 16

outputs as well as associated control circuitry has been designed and fabricated. Properoperation

has been obtained with the samples of three different minimum channel lengths: 2.8,2, and 1.4

um. This shows the feasibility that prevalent, inexpensive, and relatively low-speed CMOS

VLSI technologies are applicable to 100 to 250 Mb/s circuit switching networks.
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15Measurements have been carried out with a 2 -1 sequence, pseudo-random, non-return-

to-zero data. Crosstalk between channelshas been observed by sending data to one output while

broadcasting other asynchronous data to the other 15 outputs. The switch with the 1.4 urn gate

length operates up to 250 Mb/s with 80% eye opening and 0.2 ns jitter from a 5 V supply. The

worst crosstalk adds 140mV peak-to-peaknoise. Average delay through the switch is 5.9 ns and

power dissipation is 900 mW. Performances of 2 um and 2.8 urn chips scale according to the

processes: 215 Mb/s and 105 Mb/s with 80% eye opening, respectively. The outputs can drive

other identical circuits to enable construction of larger switching networks. External transistors

arenecessary to drive the 150 mA requiredby typical laserdiodes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Optical fiber that carries information in the form of light is an ideal transmission medium in

wideband communication networks because of the unrivalled high bandwidth and low attenuation

characteristics: bit rate over 1 Gb/s, loss as low as 0.2 dB/km, and resulting bandwidth-distance

product on the order of 100Gb/s x km [1], As well, it is more secure from tappingand immune

to electromagnetic interference and crosstalk comparedto other transmission links.

Along with this fact, the recent development of fiber optics that has resulted in cheap, reli

able, and easily installable fibers has stimulated a substantial interest in fiber based networks and

opened a wide variety of possibilities in future communications. Examples include fiber optic

long-distance network [2], fiber local area network (LAN) [3-7], broadband integrated services

digital network (ISDN) [8-11], and optical interconnects [12].

Most of these applications focus on broadband digital communication and services. Espe

cially in the area of fiber optic LAN and broadband ISDN, important new services include video

exchange and distribution. To facilitate this kind of services, there is a growing demand for

broadband circuit switching that provides high data rate non-blocking communication channels.

Broadband switching necessitates, first of all, thedevelopment of wideband circuit switching ele

ments such as multiple channel crosspointswitches, although the determinationofnetwork struc

ture, medium access protocol, and service integration method is equally important

In order to preserve the inherent advantages of optical communication, primarily the high

bandwidth, it is better to process information in optical domain. For broadband switching, this

would be realized by implementing switches using optical techniques. However, optical
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techniques are not mature yet and pose interfacing problems with surrounding electronics. On

the other hand, electronic techniques are becoming viable for wideband applications, because of

the dramatic improvement in speed recently driven by very-large-scale integration (VLSI) and

very-high-speed integrated-circuit (VHSIQ technologies.

In this dissertation, studies of electronic switching techniques for high data rate, optical

fiber networks are described. The objective of this work is to apply electronic techniques to

broadband, star-topology, circuit switching networks. Emphasis is put on the integrated-circuit

(IC) implementation of the key element in circuit switching, a crosspoint switch, with a bit rate

adequate for digital video. More specifically, this thesis investigates whethera multiple channel

crosspoint switch with a capacity of 100to 200 Mb/s is feasible in widely available CMOS VLSI

technologies.



CHAPTER 2

FIBER OPTIC CIRCUIT SWITCHING NETWORKS

Demand for broadband LANs and ISDNs that feature integration of real-time and interactive

video services is beginning to increase because information is delivered moreeffectively in visual

form. Fiber networks with circuit switching wouldmeet this demand due to unique advantages

overothers without switching. In this chapter, the advantages of circuit switching in fiber optic

networks are examined. Also, some issues related to switching networks such as access method

and network expansion will be briefly discussed.

2.1 FIBER OPTIC NON-SWITCHING NETWORKS

As for any network technology, theutilization efficiency of a fiber network largely depends on its

topology and medium access method [13]. Most common topologies for fiber networks are star

and ring [7,14]. Figure 2.1 showsnon-switching star andringnetworks.

A startopology fiber network combined with the carrier-sense multiple-access I collision-

detection (CSMA/CD) protocol results in network performance like that for Ethernet [15], but at

higher data rate. These LANs are classified as passive or active depending on whetherthe center

of anetwork consists of passive optical power couplers oractive devices that amplify optical sig

nals.

Passive star LANs, although verysimple, maybe troublesome because transmitted power is

partially lost in the star coupler and divided by thenumber of stations [3]. Thus, a passive star is

not adequate for a network with many stations. Also, it is hard to expand the network due to the
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difficulty of optically coupling extra fiber links ontoanexisting star coupler. Forpassive star, the

multiple access control function or the collision detection and resolution function is typically dis

tributed to the network interface at each station.

On the other hand, in active star networks, each network transmitter needs transmission

power only to reach the center. Expansion is easier since every new station requires only a

point-to-point bidirectional fiber link to the center. However, minimum signal power require

ments at the center limit thenetwork sizeand expansion. Contention resolution is normally per

formed at the center [4] or hub [5] in an active star network.

A ring-topology network with token-passing protocol constitutes a LAN that has orderly

access control and higher network efficiency [6]. This network architecture is suitable for higher

bitrate applications. Butreliability of the network is poor when asingle ring is used. Anybreak

age of the ring causes complete shutdown of the network. Like star networks, aring network can

be passive or active. An active ringis advantageous for expansion because the networkinterface

does not require lossy passive couplers and, hence, addition of a fiber link between stations is

easy [7].

The networks discussed above can be classified as broadcasting networks in the sense that

anysource station transmits information to allstations in thenetwork regardless ofactual destina

tions. Therefore, energy launched into the network has to be higher than that required for the

desired communication and most of it is dissipated in vain. Additionally, in general, only one

source is given the right to occupy the network at any instant and others have to wait until the

network becomes free. Once it is free, awaiting stations try to grab the network and contention

may occur between them. This contention is thenresolved by the access protocols. A broadcast

ingnetwork efficiently utilizes the network bandwidth when the traffic is light. However, it can

not effectively support long and heavy traffic.
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Figure 2.1 (a) Star- or (b) ring-topology fiber optic local area networks without circuit switching.

2.2 FIBER OPTIC SWITCHING NETWORKS

To allow uninterrupted, real-time traffic, a network needs capability to establish multiple con

current communicationchannels. One way to achieve this ability is to install fiber links in every

possible combination between the stations, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a), and let each station to set

up paths to its own destinations. However, this method is impractical because the number of

links required is excessive if the number of stations is large; forN stations, (N -1)! bidirectional

links are necessary.

Figure 2.2 (b) shows another solution that involves a switching function at a common node

or center, and fibers between this node and the stations. This is a natural extension of an active

starnetwork andis logically equivalent to the above networkexcept that the distributed switching

is centralized. This network is easily expandable because the number of fiber links is equal to

that of stations.
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DESTINATION

NETWORK INTERFACE

Figure2.2 (a) Distributed or (b) centralized switching fiber opticnetworks.

The switching mechanism at the center of a star network can be packet switching orcircuit

switching [16]. Packet switching relies on high-speed processing of packet headers that contain

switching information to route packets. It shows higher network efficiency, because traffic on all

channels has less idle time. When a channel is occupied by heavy traffic, newly arrived packets

are temporarily stored in memory and later, when the channel becomes idle, the stored packets

are transmitted. If overall traffic is light, the delay in transmission is minor. However, if it is

heavy, serious delays (latency) may occur. In the latter case, storage requirements will be

increased as well. Due to this latency and requirement for high-speed devices, packet switching

is not attractive for real-time wideband applications. Large latency times are not acceptable in

two-way voice or video communication services.

Circuit switching incorporated in a broadband star network sets up combinations of con

current physical circuits for data transmission. These circuits are transparent in the sense that any

input will appear at an output without being processed or delayed by more than the physical

transmission time. Hence, circuit switching is attractive for high data rate, real-time
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communication.

2.3 CIRCUIT-SWITCHING FIBER NETWORKS

2.3.1 Advantages

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, circuit switching allows simultaneous, blocking-free dataexchanges

including both conversation and broadcasting. This feature is the primary advantage of circuit

switching over the non-switching networks [17].

The improvement can be noted first by consideringthe maximum possible number of con

current communication channels. When every source is connected to a unique destination, the

number reaches a maximum that is equal to the number of stations. Obviously the minimum

occurs when a station broadcasts to all destinations, like the non-switching network. Secondly,

note the number of connection combinations between stations at any time. For N stations, the

circuit-switching networks have (N + If possible combinations while the non-switching ones

have only N + 1.

Other advantages arerelated to signal energy, network bandwidth, and versatility. Because

communication paths are established only between active stations, unnecessary energy loss is

minimized in circuit-switching networks. Also, due to the transparency of the switch mentioned

in the previous section, higher network bandwidth can be obtained. The switch permits

configuration of various, topologicalry equivalent networks, such as bus, ring, or non-switching

star. In addition, circuit switching eases network management and enhances reliability. How

ever, it requires expensive,wideband switching components andeffective ways to access them.

2.3.2 Application

One application area of circuit switching would be fiber LANs. Figure 2.4 depicts an example

star-topology fiber LAN with circuit switching. In this LAN, information exchanges are possible
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Figure 2.3 Concurrent traffic in circuit-switching fiber networks, supporting broadcasting and
conversation.

in large quantities, at high data rates, between computer subsystems (processors, storage devices,

and terminals) through the switch. The simultaneously available, parallel channels alleviate the

bottleneck of a single bus, allow direct transfer between devices, and increase total system

throughput The non-blocking nature of this network facilitates special features like selective

broadcasting ofmessages, real-time video or graphics datatransfer, andvideo conferencing.

Another area that demands wideband circuit switching is future broadband ISDNs [Ml].

A broadband ISDN can be envisioned as in Figure 2.5, where optical fiber is used in subscriber

loops and digital video, audio, and video-phone services are combined with narrowband tele

phone and data services, hi this network, separate circuit switches are provided at the local

exchange center for different services, so that each subscriber can select various video or audio

sources and communicate with other subscribers via phones or data links independently, without

blocking.
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2.3.3 Crosspoint Switch

Obviously, one primary element for circuit switching is the multiple channel crosspoint switch.

Figure 2.6 shows a non-blocking crosspoint switch for tf stations that has N x N switch cells or

crosspoints: one crosspoint at every intersection of input andoutput links. Logically, the AT x N

switchis a set ofN, Af-input multiplexers. In thisbasic switch, eachswitchcell is openor closed

depending on switching information supplied from an external controller. One restriction on the

setup of the switch is that, among N cells connected to any output link, only one cell can be

closed at any time. This restriction prevents collision of data between two or more sources and

allows only one source to occupy the channel to any destination. But it does not limit the number

ofoutput links connectable to one input link.

Bandwidth requirement on the switch is determined by the maximum bit rate of data in a

network. In the two kinds of broadband switching networks discussed in the previous subsection,
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Figure 2.5 Future broadband integrated services digital network.

the switch bandwidth is mainly determined by the digitized video signals whose bit rates are as

high as 140 Mb/s [9-11]. However, the switch bandwidth is not equal to the control rate or

switch setup rate. The control rate can be substantially lower than the bandwidth, although it

dependson the requests from every stationandvariesa lot with applications.

2.3.4 Medium Access Methods

As in a telephone network, medium access in a circuit-switching fiber network is a procedure to

set up circuits or physical channels for intended communication. Communication circuits are

established through the switches according to the switching information. To accessthe medium,

each station must request connection changes by calling a switch controller. Depending on the

characteristics of the communication service, either sources or destinations may request changes.
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The requests can be made immediately before the transmission, or long before it in case of pre-

scheduling. After receiving the requests, the switch controller resolves conflicts among requests

and grantsthe medium access rights to properstations.

To facilitate the request/grant process without interruptingthe main wideband communica

tion, separate channels must be provided for switch control. Onemethodto provide switchcon

trol channels is depicted in Rgure 2.7. In this method, a physically separate, separate network

carries the calls. Because the requesting rate is much lower than the data rate for most applica

tions, a narrowband copper network such as Ethemet would be sufficient Also a dedicated wire

paircan be utilized if a station is not linked to a call network. A host stationcontrols the switch,

and receives and acknowledges requests through the call channels. Although this configuration

allows flexibility in handling high-speed data and calls, it complicates networking. However,
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efforts to add the call network may not be necessary when an existing narrowband LAN is

upgraded to include broadbandservices by putting a fiber switching network, backbone.

CALL NETWORK(04. ETHERNET)

GRANT I

ACCESS REQUEST

SWITCH CONTROL

HOST
FIBER

SWITCH

STATION

DEDICATED CALL CHANNEL

Figure 2.7 Medium access in a circuit-switching fiber network through a physically separate low-
speed call network.

In another network shown in Figure 2.8, switch control information can share the same

transmission medium, i.e., fiber, with the main communication. Hence, multiplexing of two dif

ferent kinds of information is needed in this method. One promising multiplexing technique is

the wave division multiplexing wherelight of differentwavelengths carries different information

that can be separated by corresponding optical filters. Anothertechnique is to add a header in

front of the data that contains the switching information. The headerwould have a lower bit rate

to ease its processing. This technique is similar to packet switching in a sense, but the header

may contain future schedules aswell asrequests that must be executed immediately.
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NTROL

OUTPUT LINKS

Figure 2.8 Medium access in a circuit-switching fibernetwork through mediumsharing.

2.3.5 Expansion

A way to expand a switching network or to enlarge the switch size is to connect an array of

switches as shown in Figure 2.9. In this array, input and output of every switch are busses con

nected in parallel to the input links and output links, respectively. Each individual switch needs

an open-circuit state output when no input is connected. This array is non-blocking and is

equivalent to one large size crosspoint switch. However, to realize a M x M network using

switches ofNxN crosspoints, [M/N]2 switches are needed, where [MfN] represents the integer

between MIN and M/N +1 if MIN is not an integer, or MIN, otherwise. For example, a 1024-

link network will require 4096 16-channel switches. Anotherdrawback of this array is that an

activeoutputdraws more powerto drivethe capacitive open-circuit outputs aswell.

The output power burden can be reduced by using a switch that has bypass connections

[9,28,29]. Figure 2.10 shows the switch and a non-blocking array composed of these switches.
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The switch has N more switch cells in addition to the ordinary NxN crosspoints. These extra

crosspoints provide vertical paths from the bypass or extension inputs to the outputs when the

main inputs are not switched on. Like the previous array, the main inputs of eachswitch in this

array are connected in parallel to theinput links. However, the switches arc serially cascaded in

vertical direction, such that thebypass inputs of every switch are connected to the outputs of the

upper switch. Therefore, each output needs to drive only one bypass input if the switch is an

active device. An obvious disadvantage of this method is the increased complexity and number

of input/output ports of the switch.

The previous switch expansion methods require a large number of switches, although they

are non-blocking. For applications in which traffic is light among distant stations, the non-

blocking feature for those channels can be sacrificed. In that case, an alternative method that con

nects switches in hierarchical structure such as atree (as in conventional telephone switching net-
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Figure 2.10 Non-blocking expansion of a switching fiber network using switches with (N+1) x N
crosspoints.

works) would be sufficient. This concept is depicted in Figure 2.11, where transmission links

between different hierarchical levels become bottlenecks and cause a serious blocking when

interlevel traffic is heavy. But the blocking canbe relieved by assigning multiple links between

switches. Although the number of switches increases as blocking is minimized, this method

drastically reduces the total numberof switches. If single link is assigned for interlevel connec

tion, the number becomes

[Ml(N-l)] + [[Mf(N-l)]l(N-l)] + [[[M /(JV-l)]/(tf-l)l/(W-l)] + •••

where the last term is 1. For the same 1024-link example with N = 16, only 75 switches and

three levels of hierarchy are enough; the first level needs 69 switches, the second level 5, and the

third level 1.

Another alternative to construct larger switching networks is to use the well-known 3-stage
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Figure 2.11 Expansion of a switchingfiber network using hierarchicalstructure.

switchnetwork [16,18,29] shownin Figure 2.12. This switchnetwork is advantageous in that it

achieves strict non-blocking with a reasonably small number of switches. Furthermore, the

blocking is controllable by adjusting the number of switches or AT. For K =1, the resulting net

work is identical to the tree network discussed above. If AT is increased, the number of the second

stage switches increases, while the blocking decreases. Eventually, when K =2N -1, the net

work becomes non-blocking. One thing to note in this configuration is that switches of different

crosspoint sizes are needed: N xK, [MIN] x [M/N], and K x N. These switches could be con

structed using methods shown in Figures 2.9, 2.10, or even Figure 2.12 out ofNxN switches.
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To implement a Af xM non-blocking switch in this structure with individual switches that are

made using the method in Figure 2.9, A[MIN] + (2N- l)[[M/N]/N]2 switches of N x N

crosspoints are required. For the same example (M = 1000 and N = 16), the total number of

switches is 752.

2
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LINKS

U

SWITCH SWITCH SWITCH

1 1

S*2
1 1

NxK M/N x M/N

x /Tk

KxN
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Figure 2.12 Expansionof a switching fiber network using3-stage switch structure.
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M

The square matrix structure and 3-stage structure are compared in Figure 2.13 for the

numberofNxN switchesneededto build a non-blocking switch network forM stations; in this

case, N =16 and M varies up to 200. Also shown is the curve for a blocking, tree structure net

workwith single interlevel links. The 3-stage network is more promising as M gets larger than

96. Below this, the square matrix results inless switch counts. Note that, for the 3-stage network

when M is smaller than 129, the 16 x 16 switches are shared to construct the second stage

switches.
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CHAPTER 3

ELECTRONIC SWITCHING TECHNIQUES

As has been pointed out in Chapter 2, the primary element for circuit switching is the crosspoint

switch. To be useful, the switch not only has to have the required bandwidth but also needs to

support as many channels as possible and interface well with peripheral devices. Among these

desired features, the bandwidth requirement is most important in selecting technologies for the

switch. In general, technologies for implementing the switch can be classified as optical and

electronic. According to this classification, broadband circuit switching techniques can also be

categorized as optical and electronic.

In the first part of this chapter, electronic switching techniques are compared to optical

switching techniques and their pros and cons are briefly addressed. Then, the rest part focuses on

the issues of electronic switching techniques: technology choice for the required switch

bandwidth (100 to 200 Mb/s) and switch architectures.

3o1 OPTICAL SWITCHING TECHNIQUES

To preserve the inherent advantages of optical communication, mainly the high bandwidth, one

approach is to process information in a network entirely in optical form. In an opticalnetwork,

any switching element should route the signal as desired with low energy loss. Therefore, in

principle, an optical signal transmitted from a source through a fiber can be switched to another

fiberwith minimal waveform degradation.

Due to this prospective advantage, various optical switching techniques have been investi-

19
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gated extensively. Among them are mechanical-optic [19], magneto-optic [20], and electro-optic

techniques [21-25]. The main objectives of this prior work have been to reduce the crosstalk

between channels, insertionloss, operating voltage andpower,andbuUdness, for the construction

of large switch arrays with good interface. The most promising techniques are electro-optic

switches fabricated in integrated optics technologies, including the directional coupler [22] and

waveguide crossover [24] switches shownin Figure 3.1. In the directional coupler switch,when

no voltage is applied, light in a surface waveguide is fully transferred to the adjacent waveguide

through the coupler. Onapplication of avoltage, thecoupling characteristic changes so that light

is confined to the original waveguide. The waveguide crossover switch operates similar way,but

the refractive indexchanges at the crossover and incident lightis refracted to the otherwaveguide

when a voltage is applied.

COUPLER ELECTRODE
LIGHT

+

i^g^^cp^aN^^ WAVEGUIDE

(a)

Figure 3.1 (a) Directional coupler or (b) waveguide crossover electro-optic switch in integrated
optics technology.

However, the switches demonstrated so far suffer from poor characteristics: the crosstalk

around -20 dB, insertion loss 1 dB/cm, size near 1 cm, and operating voltage from 10 to 20 V.

Especially, the mechanical- and magneto-optic switches have beentoobulky. Furthermore, it has

not been easy to make reasonable size arrays with non-blocking and broadcasting capability out

of these devices [21,25]. Another thing to note is that these optical switches are controlled by

applying electrical power, i.e., voltage orcurrent Hence, presently available optical techniques
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require an interface to surrounding electronics. In other words, the application of optical tech

niques is limited only to the high speed channel, and the control should be realized in electronic

technologies.

3.2 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Even though electronic technologies are still inferior in bandwidth to optical ones, there has been

a dramatic increase in speed with the rapid development of semiconductor VLSI and VHSIC

technologies [26,27]. As a result, electronic techniques have become viable for certain wideband

applications, such as point-to-point optical fiber communication up to GHz range [28-35] and

broadband (about 140 Mb/s) circuit switching networks [36-40].

Electronic switching techniques based on the state-of-the-art IC technologies are advanta

geous over optical ones in many respects. They are morereliable andcheap, providebetterinter

face to peripheral electronics, and allow construction of a miniature switch with a reasonable

number of crosspoints. Also, integration of control functions in a switch is possible. Further

more, since the devices used are mostly active, specification of the loss characteristic that is

important for passive devices is not needed. Anotheradvantage to note is that the crosstalk can

be minimized by applying proper techniques in the design.

However, electronic techniques necessitate anumber of interface devices in the highspeed

transmission channel that perform electrical-optical and optical-electrical signal conversion with

enough bandwidth and gain. Rgure 3.2 illustrates that basically optical receivers and transmitters

are needed to support electronic switching in a fiber optic network. Inits simplest form, an opti

cal receiver is composed of a photodetector and a wideband amplifier, while an optical

transmitter consists of a current driver and a laser diode or light-emitting diode. Note that the

switchmay be a singledevice or a moduleexpanded usingone of the methods discussed in Sec

tion 2.3.5.
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Rgure 3.2 Electronic switching technique in a fiber optic network: optical receivers and
transmitters are needed.

One important drawbackof electronic broadband switching is that, since the bandwidth of a

technology used is not sufficiently larger than the data rate, the components cause pulse disper

sion and degrade timing information. Also electromagnetic interference and crosscoupling

impose noise on the pulses. In short, data waveforms in electronic switching are more likely dis

torted with timing jitterand noise asillustrated in Figure 3.3. Inother words, the eye pattern that

is a superposition of real data waveforms in everyideal bit interval getsmoreclosed. Here, tim

ing jitter is defined as a variation of time points extracted from the pulse transitions crossing a

referencelevel, relative to the originalclock edges.

3.3 TECHNOLOGY CHOICE

3.3.1 Data Transmission and Coding

In digital data communication, information is contained in a sequence ofhighs andlows andthe

associated pulse transitions. To retrieve information, in general, transmitted data must be sam-
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Rgure 3.3 Timingjitter and noise on received pulses.
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pled at proper time points with a clock that can be derived from the pulse transitions. Fora well-

defined clock, the high/low levels must be adequate to reduce transmission errors. Therefore, to

minimize errors in transmission in a switchingnetwork, the pulse distortion should be restricted

to a certaindegree. This means that the eye opening must be sufficient

Normally, phase-locked loops (PLLs) are used to extract timing information from the data

and generate a jitter free clock whose frequency tracks the data rate. However, functioning of a

PLL is assured when there are enough pulse transitions and the amount of timing jitter is not

excessive.

The numberof pulse transitions perunit time interval depends on the codingmethodsused

to transmit data. In the popular non-return-to-zero (NRZ) binary coding, the data arc encoded

such that41• and *0' plainlycorrespond to high andlow levels, respectively. Becausethe bit rate

of actual transmission is equal to the data rate, the NRZ coding requires a minimum channel

bandwidth. But, since it may have no pulse transition for a long period of time, it would make

timing extraction difficult An improvement in this respect is the return-to-zero (RZ) coding that
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encodes '1' into a pulse returning to the low level. Timing extraction gets easier, but still there

may be no pulse for a substantial period. In addition, the channel bandwidth requirement dou

bles. The Manchester coding that converts T into high-low transition and *0* into low-high

ensures one transition in every bit period. Although clock can be easily extracted from this code,

it also needs a channel bandwidth twice the data rate. Intermediate between the NRZ and Man

chester coding, there are other coding methods which maintain certain transition densities at the

expense of bit rates. One example is the 4B/5B coding [6] that takes 4-bit data and encodes into

S-bit symbols. This achieves at least one pulse transition within 3 bit periods, with a 25% higher

bit rate as an exchange. Another example is the fixed transition block coding [17].

The pulse degradation expected from an inferior technology can partly be reduced by

designing components such that the technology bandwidth is maximally utilized. This may

involve circuit techniques that would improve the switch bandwidth but sacrifice other perfor

mance parameters instead. If the improvement is not sufficient, at some places on the communi

cation channels, pulses must be re-shaped or regenerated before the distortion reaches a critical

value. In other words, pulse regeneration devices are needed which restore correct levels and

timing. Of course, regenerationdevices consisting of timing extraction, decision, and synchroni

zation circuits must be implemented with higher bandwidth technologies.

3=3.2 Bit Rate

Appropriate technologies for the implementation of switches should at first satisfy the bandwidth

requirement Among prospective technologies that meet the requirement, however, it is better to

choose ones that are cheap, reliable, and suitable for large scale integration or consume less

power and area.

The required bandwidth is directly related to the maximum bit rate of transmission through

the switch. And, as mentioned briefly, the bit rate depends on the encoding schemes. For exam-
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pie, for 140 Mb/s digital video services, the bit rate would vary from 140 to 280 Mb/s. If the

4B/5B coding is used, actual bit rate may go up to 175 Mb/s. Because NRZ or other coding

schemes with low transition densities are likely to be used for efficient utilization of channel

bandwidth, to support 140 Mb/s digital video, a switch bandwidth of 200 Mb/s would be

sufficient This is 100 Mb/s for 70 Mb/s video. Obviously, tiie switch would have enough

bandwidth margin for these coding methods, in case it is designed to accommodate the maximum

bit rate.

3.3.3 Selection Criteria

Let us consider a gate driven by a fc Hz, 50% duty-cycle clock that is equivalent to a 2fc b/s

NRZ signal when the transition density is maximum (Figure 3.4). Also, let us assume that the

gate delay mainly comes from charging the capacitive output and the charging current / is con

stant In this case, the capacitance CL represents either another gate 4 times larger in size or a

load equivalent to that. This is assumed because proceeding from inputs to outputs where large

drives are required, for optimum delay and driving capability, sizes of successive gates need to

increase by acertain factor. For MOS technologies, this factor is about 4 (Appendix 1).

Because the combination of gate and load has alimited slew rate, foridealinput transitions,

the output will rise and fall with finite slopes. To ensure a propersignal transfer, however, the

rise and fall transitions must be completed withintimes shorter thanone bit period. Since the rise

time Or) and fall time Of) are defined between 10% and 90% of the full swing VH - VL and the

transitions are linear, the above condition can be restated as

•^max[tR,tP]Z-!jrtc. (3.1)

Assuming symmetric transitions,

tR = tF£0Atc. (3.2)
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INPUT OUTPUT

INPUT

Figure 3.4 A gate driving a capacitive load.

Because the technologybandwidthis conventionally specified asthe gate delay for fan-out of 1, it

is better to state the above relationship in terms of this. Now,notethat the delay time is approxi

mately -|- of the rise time and, if the parasitics at the gate output are ignored, the rise time for

fan-out of1is roughly •£• tR. Therefore, the gate delay, x, must satisfy

X*T^ (3.3)

As an example, for tc = 10 ns (fc = 100 MHz), the gate delay must be smaller than 0.625 ns. If

the optimum fan-out is greater than 4, the upper limit would decrease. But, as shownin Appen

dix 1, a larger optimum fan-out presumes more parasitics at the gate output Using the relation

ship in Eq.(A1.3), the upperlimit increases due to the higherparasitics.

The technology bandwidth is also represented as the unity gain frequency. Supposing that

the circuit is not slew limited, adequate information is propagated if, at least, the fundamental fre

quency component of the clock passes through with a gain not smaller than one. This means that

the unity gain bandwidth for fan-out of 4 should be larger than the clock frequency. In other

words, the unity gain frequency, fTt defined for fan-out= 1 must satisfy
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/r*4/c, (3.4)

when the output parasitics are neglected. For a 100 MHz clock, this must be greater than 400

MHz.

The Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) are selection criteria for a technology. Between the two, however,

Eq. (3.3) is dominating for both bipolar and MOS technologies. In typical bipolar circuits,

and

fT"
_ 8m

2UCG

T —
Cg(Vh- VL)

V

(3.5)

(3.6)

Using gm =-j^r, the ratio between fT and the slew limiting frequency, A, is

**fT=VH~JL. (3.7)

For (VH - VL) = 1V, the ratio is about 12. Because the swing is on the order of 1 V or larger,the

unity gain frequency is much higher than the slew limiting frequency. The above equations for

fr and x are also valid for MOS circuits. However, in long-channel MOS circuits, gm is

expressed as /y _y \ where VGS is the gate bias and VT is the transistor threshold voltage.

Thus, the ratio becomes

lTjrl_2(Vff-VL)
*XfT-n(VGs-VTy <3-8)

Fora 5 V swing and 1 V threshold, if the circuit is biased at the centerof the swing, the ratio is

around 2. The ratio is larger thanthis valuein cases where the biasvoltage is much closerto VT.

3.3.4 Technology Choices

Technologies that allow implementation of 200 Mb/s switches and fulfill the condition (3.3) and

(3.4) include modem GaAs, silicon bipolar, and MOS technologies. GaAs technologies have
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been among the fastest and 1 um gatelength devices show t near 100 ps [27] andft of7.5 GHz

[35]. Silicon bipolar technologies have become competitive in speed with GaAs and, for emitter

stripe widths below 3 pm, t is less than 500 ps [26] and fT is over 6 GHz [28-30]. MOS techno

logies, especially NMOS, with effective channel lengths below 1 um have demonstrated x less

than70 ps [31]. Typical MOS gatedelays are about400 ps for2 um drawn channel lengths and

200 ps for 1.5 pm [26].

Among these, CMOS technologies with channel lengths below 2 um may be most advanta

geous for this application because of their suitability for VLSI in terms of static power consump

tion and area. For the implementation of crosspoints only, there is nothing special about CMOS

technologies thatare still inferior in speed and drive capability. But a switchwouldneedintegra

tion of control functions or processing units andmemories to be easily interfaceable with other

system components. This prospective integration level excludes other technologies dissipating

too much powerand area. In fact, for the above reasons, CMOS technologies have been selected

in most of the switches reported so far [36,38-40], although it hasbeen possible to reduce power

dissipation in bipolar switches [37]. Note also that the recent drive toward VLSI has spurred

enormous development and proliferation of CMOS technologies, making them cheap and reli

able.

3.4 SWITCH ARCHITECTURES

The multiple channel crosspoint switch can be structured aseither matrix ormultiple multiplexer

form. Also the switchmay be constructed differently depending on whether the switch setupis

requested primarily from sources or destinations. Source driven setup would be more useful for

LAN applications while destination driven onewould be better for broadband ISDNapplications.
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3.4.1 Multiplexer Architecture

As illustrated in Figure 3.5, the multiplexer architecture literally consists of multiplexers, one for

every output link. Each multiplexer requires a separate register that stores the source address to

be selected and a decoder that decodes this address. AM xN switch needs N copies of ilf-to-1

multiplexers. The bit size of each register is normally [ ln2 M], If it is allowed not to select any

of the sources, M is replaced by M+l. This architecture is suitable for destination driven setup

requests. A link is set up by selecting the source address register according to the destination

address and writing the register. Major problems of this structure include a large number of dev

ices and interconnects for the decoders that makes the layout difficult and inefficient
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3.4.2 Matrix Architecture

A layout efficient architecture for a switch is of the matrix type. In this architecture, a switch cell

is placedbetween the input andoutput at every intersection and a singlebit memory is connected

to this cell. ForaM x N switch,M x N pairs of switchandmemory cell arerequired.
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Figure 3.6 Matrix type switcharchitecture:destinations initiate setup requests.
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Rgure 3.6 shows the architecture in which switching is initiated by destinations. The

decoded destination address line provides gating for all memory cells attached to the correspond

ing output and the source address decoder generates a bit pattern to be written into these cells. In

conventional terms, the destination address line is equivalent to the word line and the source

address line corresponds to the bit line.
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Figure 3.7 Matrix type switch architecture: sources initiate setup requests.
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Like the multiplexer type, this architecture naturally prevents two or more sources from

occupying one output link and allows at most only one source to have the link. If no source is

connected to the link, i.e. the output is idle, all of the memory cells relatedto the output store '0*.

To write this, the source address decoder needs an extradecoding state where its outputs are all

low. In addition, this architecture is suitable for implementing switches with bypass inputs as

shown in Figure 2.10. Selecting the bypass inputs requires an additional state of decoding. A

disadvantage of this destination driven architecture is that it is not convenient for broadcasting. It

needs multiple setup cycles to configure for a broadcastingmode.

Another matrix architecture where switching is initiated by sources rather than destinations

is depicted in Figure 3.7. In this structure, the source address is decoded to gateall memory cells

connected to the corresponding input and the destination addresses are provided on the bit lines.

The destination addresses are specified in a fully decoded N bit word that can have as many *1's

and 'O's. Thus broadcasting configurations require the same number of setup cycles (e.g., one

cycle) as that for point-to-point connections. Also the extra source decoding for the idle output

state is not necessary. But this architecture needs special hardware or software to prevent two or

more memory cells in a column from being written with *1\

In this thesis, only the matrix type switch architectures areconsidered for further discussion,

because of their advantages over the multiplexer type.



CHAPTER 4

CMOS CROSSPOINT SWITCH

Modem CMOS technologies with channel lengths 2 um or less meet the bandwidthrequirement

of a 100 to 200Mb/s crosspoint switch, as has beenshownin Chapter 3. This fact is enlightening

because very popular CMOS VLSI technologies, onceconsidered low-speed, cannow be applica

ble for high-speed electronic switching. System integration can be enhanced through VLSI

implementation of high-speed switch arrays and control or store functions. However, since the

performance margins of CMOS technologies are relatively small, switch design needs careful

selection ofcircuits andtechniques to achieve satisfactory performance.

This chapter discusses, first, the selection of CMOS crosspoint cells andmemory cells that

are important building blocks for matrix type switch architectures. Next, discussions move onto

general problems and possible solutions associated with the high-speed, multiple channel switch

design.

4.1 CROSSPOINT SWITCH CELLS

Besides satisfying the bandwidth requirement, crosspoint cells in matrix-type switches should

have small area and power requirements and must facilitate routing input/outputs and switching

signals. In general, switch cells in CMOS design can bebroadly classified as passive and active;

this distinction only applies when the switches are closed, because the outputs are of high

impedance otherwise.

33
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4.1.1 Passive Switches

Passive switches are basically transmission (orpass) gates thatprovide low resistance direa paths

between inputs and outputs when they are ON. As shownin Hgure 4.1, eitiiersinglen-channel

transistor or a n-p pair canbe used for this typeof switches. In these very simple switches, origi

nal signal waveforms are maintained throughout the paths except some possible attenuatioa

Therefore in practice, this type is advantageous for analog signal switching. Especially the fully

complementary (n-p pair) switch shows a low resistance over a wide range of signal level andis

suitable forlarge swing applications. However, passive switches cause loading fluctuation on the

input nodes regardless of whether they are driven by current or voltage sources. The loading

increases as the source is broadcast to more destinations.

INPUT

s

l

(a)

OUTPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

(b)

Figure 4.1 Passive switch cells in the form of transmission gate: (a) n-channel MOSFET or (b)
n-p pair (fully CMOS) implementation.

4.1.2 Active Switches

Activeswitches either blockoramplify signals. For digital data transmission, theamplification is

highly nonlinear and a major reshaping occurs through the switches. The common circuit struc

tures for this type include the standard tri-state CMOS buffer and tri-state CMOS inverters as
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depicted in Rgures 4.2 and 4.3. In these circuits, the tri-state control terminal is connected to a

memory that contains the switching information.

INPUT

OUTPUT

Figure 4.2 Active switch cell: standard tri-state CMOSbuffer implementation.

The standard buffer (Figure 4.2) does not have stacked devices in the outputcircuitry, so it

is good for driving a heavy load. However, the logic gates in the signal paths add to the delay

through this switch. Furthermore, if the delays in the NAND andNOR gates differ, skew will be

added to the signal. Another thing to note is that the total number of devices is 10. Hence, this

switch cell would consume much area and power.

The tri-state inverters in Figure 4.3 have only 4 devices each while achieving the same

function and solve many of the problems associated with the standard buffer. However, due to

stackingof devices, to maintaina drive capacity equalto that of the standard buffer, device sizes

mustbe increased by about a factor of 2. Although all three circuits are functionally equivalent,

theirminordifferences are significant forhigh-speed data switching.

The circuit(a) is different from the others in that the switchingtransistors (MSN, MSP) are

connected to the power supplies and the inverting transistors (MIN, MIP) are attachedto the out

putnode. As a result, the input signal is coupled to the output node through the gate-drain over

lap capacitances of MIN and MIP, even though the switch is OFF. This leads to severe crosstalk
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INPUT INPUT INPUT

OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.3 Active switch cells in the form of tri-state CMOS inverter: switching transistors (MSN
and MSP) are (a) not connected, (b) connected, and (c) connected as a transmission gate to the
output.

on one active output node fitom the switch cells that are connected to it but turned OFF. Also,

because one of the inverting transistors is always ON, a switch that is ON should charge die

nodes inside other switches that are OFF, which the switching and inverting transistors share

(i.e., drain of MSN ordrain of MSP). Net effects of this are the increase of output loading and

decrease in switch bandwidth.

The circuits (b) and (c) are advantageous in these respects. Because the switching transis

tors are located between the output node andinverting transistors, if the switch is OFF, the feed-

through paths from the input to output are effectively blocked. Therefore, both crosstalk and

unwanted loading on the output are minimized. The choice between (b) and (c) depends on the

applications. Generally, (c) has more driving capability because the n-p pair transmission gate

shows less ON resistance if the same size devices are used. However, it requires more area due

to additional contactsand consumes powerin the inverter even when the switch is OFF. A more
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compact layout results for (b) and power is not dissipated in the switches that are OFF.

4.2 CMOS MEMORY CELLS

Memory cells for the matrix type switch need to be compact and should not complicate the

overall routing. In this sense, the choice of memory cells is based on the number of devices and

signallines. Actually, more weight shouldbe put on minimizing the number of lines since there

are already input, output, and two powersupply lines to be routed in a crosspoint/memory com

bined cell.

4.2.1 Standard Static RAM and Latches

One common memory cell is the CMOS static random-access-memory (RAM) cell as shown in

Figure 4.4 (a), which hasonly 6 transistors, one word line and two bit lines. Its area efficiency

makes it popular for most static RAM implementation. But this cellwould notbe appropriate for

matrix type switch application due to routing difficulty. For proper writing, the transistor sizes

must be carefully determined because signals on the bit lines after passing the transfer gates

should overridethe opposite forces in the memory.

Another common circuit that can beused for memory cellis theCMOS standard latch (Fig

ure 4.4 (b)). This latch consists of 8 transistors, one bit line, and two word lines. In terms of dev

ice and line counts, this cell has two more transistors than the static RAM celL Consequently,

this type needs morearea. An advantage of this cell is thatthe device sizingis not critical. This

is because the feedback path is open when writing the cell; no node is driven by two low

impedance sources atthesame time. However, asevere transient skew between thetwo comple

mentary signals on the word lines can close the feedback path at the time of writing and cause

conflict Thus the transient skew must be minimized.
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Rgure 4.4 Memory cells: (a) CMOS static RAM cell, (b) standard static latch, and (c) a variation
of static latch.

A variation of the standard latch shown in Figure 4.4 (c) is a good choice because of its

small number of devices and lines: 5 transistors, one word line, and one bit line. It can also be

thought of as a modification of the RAM cell with one transfergate removed. This cell is most

advantageous in minimizing area androuting complexity. But like the RAM cell, aspectratios of

devices needto be adjusted forproper operation. Normally, the inverter in the feedback path uses

long and narrow transistors that are larger than minimum size ones. This predicts the cell area

larger than expected from the device counts.

4.2.2 A Modified Static Latch

Another form of latch depicted in Figure 4.5 canbe used as the memory cell. This latch results

from removing two transistors connected to the complementary wordline from the standard latch.

There are 6 transistors, 1 bit line, and 1 word line in this cell. It occupies a small area and is

easily routed. Otherbenefitsof this cell includenon-critical circuit sizing and freedom from the

skew problem. Additionally, minimum size transistors can be used to reduce area. However, this

latch has less noise immunity and has some static power consumption. A short pulse width for

the word line may help reduce the waste of power.
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WORD LINE
Q

Figure 4.5 A modified static latch memory cell.
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When writing T into the cell storing '0', the node A gets charged to Vdd - VTn, where VTn

is the threshold voltageof MN with the body effect If thisvoltageis greater thanthe logic thres

hold voltage of the first inverter, the logic level propagates throughthe inverters adequately. But

if the voltage is lower than VDD - \VTop I, where VToP is the zero bias threshold voltage of p-

MOSFETs, the p-MOSFETin the first inverter conducts anda current flows directly from VDD to

Vss, although the first inverteroutput remains low. This lastsaslong as the wordline is high. As

soon as the line goes low, the feedback transistor MP becomes ON and pulls A to VDD. There

fore, the powerconsumption stops afterwards. As a result, the narrower the gating pulseon the

word line, the less the power dissipation.

The above problem does not happen whenwriting '0*, since the nodeA is fully discharged

to Vss. Howeverin latchingmode wherethe wordline is low, a different kind of problemoccurs.

Because the source and drain of MP are at ground potential, MP is effectively turned OFF. In

this case, A becomes a floating node that is vulnerable to any noise coupling. A noise voltage up

to IVVpl (the threshold voltage of MP with the body effect) canbuild up on this node. Beyond

that, MP turns ON and extra charge is absorbed. Therefore, the logic threshold voltage of the

first inverter must stay between VDD - VTn and Vss +\VTp\. Provided that IVTpI >VTOat there is

a possibility that a small current flows from VDD to Vss through the first inverter. vy0„ is the
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threshold voltage ofn-MOSFETs without a body bias.

This potential noise and power dissipation can be minimized by reducing the impedance of

node A and amount of noise coupling. One trick would be to use leaky p-MOSFETs that do not

completely turn OFF. P-MOSFETs in ordinary CMOS technologies may have this leaky charac

teristic due to the parasitic buried channel.

4.3 CMOS SWITCH DESIGN PROBLEMS

Majorproblems in designing electronic switches are associated with high-speed signal paths. At

high speeds, effects of the large voltage swing and large transient current in combination with

capacitive or inductive parasitics in the signal paths, which are unnoticeable at low-speeds,

become apparent Data propagating through the matrix of crosspoints may experience interfer

ences in the forms of crosstalk, intersymbol interference, noise, etc. The degree of influence

depends on the bit rate, voltage swing, andtransient current as well as on the switchinginforma

tion.

4.3.1 Large Voltage Swing and Transient Current

First thing to note is the bit rate that goes up to 200 Mb/s or higher. To achieve such a high bit

rate, as mentioned in Section 3.3.3, the slew rate dvidt for each output transient must be large.

This is mainly because Ar gets small for a unit voltage swing. Secondly, the internal voltage

swing for conventional digital CMOS ICs is quite large, typically rail-to-rail (5 V). Because of

this large swing,noisecoupled ontoothercircuits through capacitances will be large.

Dueto this high slew rate requirement in CMOS circuits where loads are primarily capaci

tive, driving or charging currents

'-C$ (4.D
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should be large during transients. A large driving current during a transient necessarily implies

that the rate of change dildt is also large. Therefore, any parasitic inductances along the current

paths induce substantial voltages

r di
(4.2)

across them.

„, a POWER SUPPLY

n OUTPUTS

INPUT

Figure 4.6 When one input is broadcast to n outputs, the total transient current from the power
supply increases n-fold.

Third thing to note is that many outputs change simultaneously when broadcasting, where

one source station is connected to multiple destinations up to N. If one input is broadcast to n

outputs, the input signal is switched to and propagates through n identical output circuits at the

same time. Because n circuits have simultaneous voltage and current transitions of equal

amount, the total transient current from the power supply is n-times the transient current in one

output circuit as shown in Figure 4.6. Hence, the voltage drop on any parasitic inductance along

the power supply line is n-times larger than the drop for one active output The drop becomes

worse as n approaches N and is dependent upon the switching information.
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4.3.2 Capacitive and Inductive Parasitics

The amount of crosstalk and jitter in the high-speed paths of a switch is directiy proportional to

the capacitive and inductive parasitics. Parasitic capacitances are abundant in the matrix areaof

the switch. As illustrated in Rgure 4.7, the matrix area consists of M input and N output lines

that extend the entire horizontal and vertical dimensions of the matrix, respectively, and array of

crosspoint cells. Since each input line is connected to N crosspoint cells, if one of the CMOS

cells shown in Figures 4.2 and4.3 is used, it imposes alarge capacitance onto the previouscircuit

such as an input buffer. This loading capacitance comes from the gate, gate-drain overlap with

the Miller effect, and interconnection. Similarly, every output line connected to M cells has a

loading capacitance originating from drain junction, drain-gate overlap, interconnection, and the

next stage like an output buffer. The loading capacitances degrade the bandwidth of the high

speed paths and thereby increase the intersymbol interference or pattern-dependent timing jitter.

Also, there are coupling capacitances among the input lines and among the output lines, which

cause crosstalk between channels. The input-output overlap (and gate-drain overlap in some

cells) presents a coupling capacitance between input and output lines and causes crosstalk via

feedthrough when the cell is OFF.

The matrix area also has inductive parasitics, especially on the long input/output lines.

However, theinductance values for typical, on-chip metal routing are relatively small For exam

ple, 1 um thick, 2 um wide, and 2 mm long aluminum line has an inductance around 3 nH(Fig

ure 4.8) [41]. Assuming that thecurrent transients ontheinput and output lines are as high as 10

mA/hs, the voltage drop on this line is about 30 mV. Hence, the effects of these inductances are

unnoticeable compared to the capacitance or power supply inductance effects.

The parasitics related to the power supply nodes on the chiphave more pronounced effects

than those in the matrix in tenns of interchannel crosstalk and intersymbol interference. Figure

4.9 depicts these parasitics from input section to output section of the chip referenced to the
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external nodes such as power supply ([VDD]) and ground ([Vss]). Because a chip is connected to

the external world mostly through bonding wires (between on-chip pads and package bonding

pads) and packageleads, every input, output, and powersupply line has parasitic inductance asso

ciated with the packaging. Typical inductance values for various package leads range from 5 to

20 nH and the inductance ofbonding wires is about 1 nH [42,43].

As has been mentioned, when the switch is in a broadcasting mode, many outputs move

synchronously and transient currents add up (Figure 4.6) to flow through the power supplies. The

largest part of the transient currents may come from the output buffers that drive external loads.
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Figure 4.8 Self inductance of rectangularstraightwire.

The voltage drops on the powersupplyinductances increase proportionate to the numberof desti

nations. The worst case when N outputs have simultaneous transitions with a common power

supplyline canbe equivalentiy considered asthe case whenone outputmakes transitions with an

effective power supply inductance N times larger than the real value. Therefore, inductances in

the power supply leads are more harmful than those in the input and outputleads, if theirvalues

are comparable.

Another thing to note in Figure 4.9 is the capacitances from internal nodes to the on-chip

power supplies and capacitance between the supplies. Due to these capacitances, any voltage
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Figure 4.9 Capacitive and inductive parasitics related to the on-chip power supplies, inputs, and
outputs.

swing on the nodes is coupled to the non-perfect on-chip power supply nodes and vise versa.

Especially, a swing on the input node directiy moves the on-chip power supply nodes (VDd and

Vss) up and down.

The current transients acting on the power supply inductances as well as the capacitive cou

pling from the internal nodes cause on-chip supply fluctuation. Then, since the intemal nodes are

connected to the on-chip supplies through capacitances or devices that are ON, they are

influenced by the supply voltage fluctuation. Because this is a RLC circuit in essence, certain

nodes in the circuit ring. The ringing amplitude decays with time. The amplitude, frequency,

and decay time of ringing are determined by allcapacitances, inductances, and resistances of dev

ices that are ON. In general, the resistances and capacitances vary instantaneously withthe* sup

ply and intemal node fluctuatioa
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Figure 4.10 Simulation results on the effects ofparasitic inductances and capacitances.

As an example, letus consider a simple inverter stage that is discharging output node from

VDD (Figure 4.10). The output node has two parasitic capacitors connected to the on-chip power

supplies. As soon as the input of the inverter is tied to VDD, the n-channel transistor is ON and

current changes rapidly. Between the two components of current flowing through the transistor,

only the one from the top capacitor C2 flows through the supply and induce voltages across the

two inductors. Ignoring the effects of inductances and the voltage dependency of capacitances

for amoment, the currents flowing through LDd and Lss are

and

.• /- d(VDD-v) _ dvidd-C2 m — Ci-%

to=«» +Ci^.,

(4.3)

(4.4)

respectively, where in represents the n-MOSFET current Since iDD =iss, from the two equations,
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C2
idd =iss = Ci+C2 ln' (4-5)

Therefore, the supply currentduring transient is directly proportional to the transistorcurrentthat

is varying following the IDs vs. Vds curve [44]. This proportionality is retained even when the

input is connected to V&; that is,

idd =iss= Ci+lC2 ip' (4*^

where ip is the p-MOSFET current The relationships become more complicated in real CMOS

circuits, because the capacitancesarevoltage dependent and, hence, the proportionality factor is a

function ofvoltage or, equivalentiy, time.

The direction of current flow suggests an equal amount of lift on Vss and dip on VDD for a

transient Thus initially, internal power supply voltage decreases and current drive from the

transistor drops; the transistor may be still in the saturation region and drain current depends on

(VDd - Vss - Vr«)2. Because of this current reduction, discharging slowsdown andthe polarity of

the induced voltages reverses. Also, LC ringing triggered by the initial current transient contin

ues. Oncethe supplyvoltage increases, the drive current becomes large again (or resistance gets

small if the transistor is in the linearregion) andthe above process repeats until the circuit settles.

Settling time for the circuit including powersupplies may be quite long. So, if the inputconnec

tion changes before settling, new output transition will be different from the previous one. Obvi

ously, a larger device increases the ringing amplitude and settling time. If a bypass capacitance

between Vdd and Vss is added, the amplitude and frequency ofoscillation decrease.

The effects of the complicated interaction discussed above appear as interchannel crosstalk

and intersymbol interference. Or equivalentiy, it degrades data with pattern-dependent timing

jitter and noise. In analog circuit terminology, the circuit maybe said to have a poor power sup

ply rejection.
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In addition, the fluctuation of power supply nodes inside the chip and severe noise on the

internal nodes may cause latch-up in CMOS. P-n junctions may be forward biased and inject car

riers that can trigger latch-up.

OutputNote* i

TlmlndJfttQr •

4
ttk = c

mmmm.

Rgure 4.11 Summary of high-speed CMOS switch design problems.

DIGITAL CMOS

HIGH DATA RATE

Aside from the outputtimingjitterand noise, and power supply noisecaused by the parasi

tics, a high-speed switchconsumes large power either static or dynamic. If the switch is imple

mented as a conventional digital CMOS circuit, the power consumption is mostly dynamic;

dynamic power is represented by CVDD2f • Because output loading capacitance is generally much

larger thanon-chipcapacitances, most of the dynamic poweris dissipated at the output stage, For

example, a 5 V, 16 x 16, 200 Mb/s switch with total 20 pF capacitance along each high-speed

path consumes 50 mW of dynamic power, on one path. When all outputs are active, the power
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sumsup to 800mW. If the numberof channels to be switched increases, moreexpensivepackag

ing may be needed for adequate chip cooling.

Figure 4.11 summarizes the problems in designing a high-speed CMOS switch. The

significance of the problems discussed in this section is related to ensuring error-free propagation

of data at the required speed, not merely achieving the speed. If the technology has enough

bandwidth, CMOS switches designed in standard digital techniques can pass high-speed data.

But the data waveforms coming out of the switches will be badly damaged with noise and timing

jitter that may cause data errors. Since the noise and jitter levels must be limited for proper data

transmission, design techniques to reduce these levels are needed.

4.3.3 Input and Output Interface

Properinterface between the input and output of the switch is necessary to enable switch network

expansion. In CMOS, this interface is likely to be digital CMOS one that is specified as voltage

levels close to VDD and Vss. But, as mentioned before, high input/output swings arebad because

of large noise causedby them. Especially, if the output stageis not fully differential, tiie supply

current fluctuates heavily during transients and unbalance increases between Idd and fa. It would

be better to have low-swing voltage interface or even current interface, to reduce the noise level.

To minimize the effects of input and output inductances, however, the current swing in a current

interface should also be small.

Making the input and output compatiblewith externalstandard logic elements, opto-electric

receivers, and electro-optic transmitters is another design consideration. Because bipolar

emitter-coupled logic (ECL) is designed for high-speed applications (e.g., 100 Mb/s or higher),

most fiber-optic receivers and transmitters have been designed to be ECL compatible [28].

Therefore, if input/output levels of the switch are compatible with the ECL levels, the switch

would be easily interfaced to other components in a system. In addition, since the ECL swing is
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only about 1 V, the noise coupled from the input node to the circuits inside will be small com

pared to, say, 5 V interfaces. The noise induced from driving the output would be also less.

However, it is not easy to implement ECL output levels in CMOS technologies, due to the

lack of good bipolar transistors and resistors. Only approximated levels that are not precisely

controllable and have different temperature characteristics can be obtained using CMOS circuits.

ECL compatible inputs can be designed with less difficulty using differential circuits.

4.4 CMOS SWITCH DESIGN TECHNIQUES

There are several design techniques that improve the noise and jitter levels in a switch while

maintaining the desired speed. One obvious solution to these problems is to reduce the parasitics

directly. Other solutions would involve circuit techniques which cut down device sizes, transient

currents, and voltage swings. Because each technique may have its own limitation, to get a max

imum performance, it would be better to combine several compatible techniques.

4.4.1 Reduction of Capacitive Parasitics

For a given technology, on-chip parasitic capacitances can be directly minimized by using small

geometry devices, small drain junction area, and minimum width wires and by optimizing the

layout so that interconnection lengths and overlap areais minimized.

Sizes of the devices may not be reduced freely because the speed requirement of the switch

puts constraints on the device aspect ratios. The best choice will be to use minimum channel

length devices wherever possible. Then, gate capacitance and gate-drain overlap capacitance are

minimized. But in some cases, channel lengths cannot be decreased further because either device

aspect ratios less than 1 (minimum width must be used instead of minimum length) or large

drain-source resistances are required.
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Drain junction area thatnormally includes contact area canbe reduced by sharing the area

with otiierdevices, using minimum diffusion widths, and minimizing contact area, as shown in

Figure 4.12. For onebig device, it is better to divide it into manysmall devices of straight or ser

pentine form, place in parallel, and share the drain area. However, use of the minimum diffusion

widths increases the parasitic resistances from the active drain edges to the contacts. Also, con

tact areamay not be reduced furtiierbecause of the current density limit of contaa or the contact

resistance. A big device needs large contact area or a large number ofunit contacts to deliver the

current efficiently. Typically the maximum current per minimum-size unit contact is about 1

mA.
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Figure 4.12 Layout examples with reduced drain area.
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Interconnection capacitance for a fixed length is proportional to the wire width and

inversely proportional to the dielectric material thickness, if fringe capacitance is ignored. Thus,

the capacitance decreases when a top level layer (e.g., second metal in double-metal processes)

with a minimum width is used for long signal routing. But due to increased proportion of the

fringe capacitance as the line width is reduced, the benefit becomes less noticeable. Another

thing that limits minimum line width is the maximum current density of the wire before severe
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electromigration happens; typical maximum current density for aluminum layer is around 1 mA

per 1 um width. If metal layers are used for routing, parasitic resistance along the line is negligi

ble. In addition, since rate of increase of inductance is much lower than rate of decrease of capa

citance when the line width is reduced, it is advantageous to use narrower wires (see Figure 4.8).

4.4.2 Reduction of Inductive Parasitics

As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, on-chip inductances are negligible compared to the inductances

associated with packaging. Because transient current level in internal branches is usually lower

than that in final output circuits, effect of the on-chip inductances would be relatively unnotice-

able. If on-chip inductances are still large, they can be reduced by widening the wire widths.

However, rapid increase in capacitances would do more harm than good. Since the capacitance

increaseis advantageous for power rails, only intemal power supply routingwill benefit from this

widening.

The unwanted inductances from packaging will be reduced by using short-lead packages,

multiple bonding, andmultiple pads. Although thevalues varydepending on the numberof pins,

cavity size, and particular design, short-lead packages suchas leadless chip-carriers (LCCs) and

pin-grid arrays (PGAs) have smaller inductances than most common dual-in-line packages

(DIPs). For example, a 50 mil pin-spacing, 64-pin LCC shows inductances ranging from 8 to 10

nH [42] and a 64-pin PGAhasinductance distribution of 6 to 13 nH [43]. Generally, LCCsshow

smaller variation of inductances from pinto pin and lower average values than PGAs, especially

if pin count is less than 64. Also, flip-chip packaging technology that uses solder balls (or

bumps) for the flip-chip interconnect ensuresvery low inductances [45].

To reduce packaging inductance as a whole for a certain signal path, multiple pads both on

the chip and package canbe assigned to the particular nodeand multiple bonding canbe done, as

depicted in Rgure 4.13. This multiple bonding will cut the packaging inductance in proportion to
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Figure 4.13 Multiple bonding to reduce packaging inductances.

the number of bonding wires. In general, power supply nodes require this technique, since the

effect of the inductances is severe. However, assigning multiple pads is followed by theincrease

in the chip area, if the area is detennined by the pad pitch and number of pads. Then, it inevit

ably adds on-chip capacitances and inductances. As well, it implies the use of more expensive

packages with larger numbers of pins and longer leads. Another form of multiple bonding

between one pad onthe chip and one pad onthe package can also beused to reduce the bonding

inductance. Even though lengths of the bonding wires are not easily controllable because they

are determined by the cavity size of packages and the chip size, short bonding will reduce the

bonding inductances.

4.4.3 On-Chip Bypass Capacitor

As has been indicated in Figure 4.10, the ringing ornoise onthe on-chip power supplies due to

the parasitic inductance and capacitance can be reduced by using bypass capacitors between the
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two on-chip supply nodes. This is because bypass capacitors provide a part of the charging

current that flows through the load capacitor and transistor during each transient and, thereby,

reduce the current from the external supplies through the parasitic inductors (Figure 4.14).

vDD

Vss

Idd
Ldd

c

X'zz

iss
Lss

T? CDS

BIPASS CAPACITOR

Figure 4.14 On-chip bypass capacitor reducing power supply inductance effects.

In CMOS, reverse-biased, well-to-substrate junction capacitance and overlap capacitance

betweenthe powerrouting layers naturally provide on-chip bypass capacitance. Hence, aneffec

tive layout technique for adding bypass capacitance is to increase the well area or cover more

area with power supply rails. To be effective, however, the substrate and well contact need to be

solid so thatseries resistance from the power supply to the actual capacitor plate is small.

If the technology provides extra layers such as second poly-silicon, second metal, or third

metal, they can be utilized for bypasscapacitors. These capacitors formed in any unused area on

the chip will not increase unwanted capacitance to norinterfere with othernodes. It may be pos

sible to coverthe wholechip with oneof these layers and form alarge capacitor to substrate. The

substrate is connected to Vdd in p-well CMOS technologies. But this method will inevitably
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increase the capacitance between the intemal nodes andpowersupply nodes.

Bypass capacitors can be connected between the power supply nodes external to the chip

but inside the package. Discrete capacitors of substantial capacitance may be placed between the

two ends of the package leads where bonding wires are attached. For the bypass capacitance

sufficiently large, net parasitic inductance seen from the on-chip supplies is only thatof the bond

ing wires and reduced by as much as that ofthe packageleads.

Because typical bonding wire inductance is about 1 nH and package lead inductance varies

from 5 to 20 nH, this on-package bypassing is very effective in reducing the power supply induc

tance problems. However, it is quite inconvenient to solderthese capacitors and it may require

special packages. Also, since the capacitors have theirown internal lead inductances, they may

not be as effective at high frequencies.

4.4.4 Fully Differential Circuits

A circuit technique to reduce the effects of parasitic inductances on the power supplies is to use

fully differential schemes effective in minimizing the transient current Figure 4.15 shows an

idealized CMOS differential amplifier which is biased by a constant current source and has two

inputs and two outputs. As is clear, in steady state conditions, the current flowing from VDD to

Vss is constant (i.e., /). If there is a transition, for example IN+ rises abruptly from low to high

and IN- falls the other way, OUT+ is charged toward a high level and OUT- is discharged to a

low level During the transient, current flowing from VDd to VSs is equal to the sum of/ and the

currents in C1 + and C1 -;

/^-/B-Z+C^iigSt +Ci-^p. (4.7)

Thus, for a symmetric circuit where C+=C-, the supply current remains at / because the last two

terms cancel out. When the load capacitors are external to the chip (in case of output drivers),

only Idd satisfies Eq. (4.7) and Iss =/. Therefore, if a switch is designed fully differentially
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throughout the signal paths, the effects of power supply inductances are totally eliminated.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.15 Idealized CMOS differentialamplifierdriving (a) on-chip capacitive loads or (b) exter
nal loads.

But the cancellation may not be perfect in actual CMOS circuits because capacitances are

voltage dependent Additionally, when the load resistance is nonlinear like the one of a diode-

connected MOSFET load, the cancellation may get worse. However, this technique is still supe

riorto othertechniquesin minimizing the powersupply fluctuation.

One major disadvantage of this technique is that it doubles the number of input/output

nodes andneedsmore area and design effort for crosspoint matrix formation and signal routing.

Subsequently, it will increase the on-chip parasitics anddegrade the switch bandwidth. Note that,

in general, a differential amplifieris already inferiorto a simple CMOS inverterin bandwidth.

4.4.5 Constant Current Steering

Another circuit technique that reduces both power supply current transient and signal routing
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complexity is single-ended, constant current steering. This technique can eliminate the variation

of power supply current, like the fully differential technique.

Figure 4.16 Single-ended, differential amplifier.

Let us consider first a single-ended, differential amplifier shown in Figure4.16. This circuit

results from the fully differential amplifier in Hgure 4.15 by removing one load. As before, the

steady-state supply currentis /. But during transients, the supply currentis

dviDD=hs-I +Ci -jg (4.8)

which is not constant nor equal to /. Hence, this simple, constant current steering circuit makes

the supply current to vary, although the variationwould be negligible if C i is much smaller than

C2.

Next, consider from a simple digital inverter. As indicated in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), during a

transient, the powersupplycurrent for aninverter is not constant but proportional to the transistor

current that varies with time. But if thecircuit is modified so that constant currents flow through

the transistors, the supply current may be kept unchanging asthese equations suggest
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Figure 4.17 Single-ended, complementary, constant current steering circuit.

The constant current steering circuit shown in Figure 4.17 realizes the above concept It

steers two currents, /„ and /,, to either the output or the power supply, depending on the differen

tial voltage across the two inputs, VM. If VM is positive, MN+ and MP- are ON, /„ flows to VDd*

and Ip is steered to the output And if V* is negative, /„ is switched to the output through MN-

and Ip returns to VSs via MP+. Therefore, the output current is constant instead of being depen

dent on the output voltage like the inverter. Although unrealistic, assuming only capacitive loads

at the output to compare with the inverter, the supply currentsduring transition for a negative VM

are

Idd =IP + C2
dfYpp-v)
—m— (4.9)
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and

dvISS^lp+In+Ci -£ (4.10)

Since iDo must be equalto iss, the following relationship holds;

dv(Ci +C2)-^ =-/„ (4.11)

Hence, the supply current becomes

IDD =ISS =/p + Cl + Co (4.12)

which is constant

vdd

Rgure 4.18 Single-ended, complementary, constant current steering circuitwith resistive loads.

However in reality, because the current sources are implemented using MOSFETs in the

saturation region, to keep the current constant, the output voltages in steady states must be lim

ited via resistive loads. Figure 4.18 shows the current steering circuit with two resistive loads.
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The steered current at the output is then converted into a voltage by the two resistors. In essence,

this circuit is a complementary version of the circuit in Figure 4.16 and advantageous for sym

metric swing applications. Like before, during transition for a negative input, the supply currents

are expressed as

/DO=/, +i^v+C2i2^i (4.13)
and

iss^Ip+In +^ +d^jL. (4.14)

From the requirement that iDD = i®,

(Trr^^' +̂ f'TT--'- (4.15)

Using this and assuming that Ci/?i = C2JR2, the supply current simplifies and proves to be con

stant again;

*»-<»-/,+^^/,+j^. (4.16)

A similar derivation for the corresponding steady state results in the exactly same supply current

as this one. Therefore, the supply current for this particular input condition stays constant

throughout the transient and steady states.

For a positive V&, the supply current becomes another constant;

/DD =to=/n+ri^/,+7r^I. (4.17)

This value can be different from the one in Eq. (4.16). But if the two are equal, the supply

current of this circuit is invariant regardless of the input polarity. The condition for this is

£-&• (4-18)
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The assumption used in the above derivations is quite reasonable in symmetric designs. In

fact, it is natural to design with/B =/p, Ri =/?2, and Ci=C% However in CMOS, theequal com

plementary currents and equal resistances suggest that p-MOSFETs are 2 to 3 times larger than

n-MOSFETs and, thus, Ci is larger than d by approximately the same factor. In addition, as

discussed before, the capacitances are voltage dependent Due to these capacitance errors, the

powersupply current may have some transient component andthis circuit is not so perfectas the

fully differential circuit. But, constant current steering circuits are quite effective in reducing the

supply current fluctuation.

4.4.6 Reduction of Voltage Swing

Another simple technique is to limit voltage swing at critical nodes for successive reduction of

parasitics and transient currents. This concept is illustrated in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. One of the

critical nodes in a switch may be the output node of the crosspointmatrix because it would have a

large capacitive load. If the high-speed path is designed with conventional digital CMOS cir

cuits, node voltages swing from Vss to VDD in a time less than the bit period (Figure 4.19).

Because average drive current from a crosspoint cell is proportional to the voltage swing for a

fixed transition time (see Eq. (4.1)), a large current is required from each cell. To provide this

current, devices in the cell need to be large, which impose large parasitic capacitanceson both the

input and output nodes. Since the input node of the matrix also has a large swing equal to the

supply voltage, the input buffer should source a large current and its size must be large. There

fore, the conventional design increases transient current and parasitic capacitances.

Now, let us consider the design in Figure 4.20, in which a voltage swing limiter is simply

addedat each output of the matrix. Assuming initially that the capacitance is unchanged,because

the voltage swing is small compared to the one in Figure 4.19, the drive current from and device

sizes in eachcrosspoint cell canbe smaller. The result is a reduction of capacitance contribution

to both input and output nodes. This smaller output capacitance further reduces the cell currents
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and parasitic capacitances. Hence, asmaller size input buffer isneeded to drive alower capaci-

tive load atthe input node. For example, if the voltage swing isreduced by a factor of 10, device

sizes and dynamic currents in the crosspoint cell and input buffer as well as capacitances in the

matrix are decreased by approximately 10 times. In short, this simple technique simultaneously

reduces the supply current transients and theparasitic capacitances.

Voltage swing limiters can be either static ordynamic circuits. Although dynamic circuits

using various pulses would allow better control ofvoltage swing without dissipating static power,

they require a much higher technology bandwidth than the switch bandwidth because the pulse
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Figure 4.20 Reduced voltage swing design.
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periods must be smaller than the bit period. Static circuits are advantageous in this sense, but

may consume more static power.

Reduction of voltage swing is primarily based on lowering output load resistance of a gain

stage such as aninverter. A simple technique is then to add resistive loads at the output as shown

in Figure 4.21. The resistance canbe linear or nonlinear (e.g., diode). In this circuit, the voltage

swing is determined as

V5 = (/„+/p)/?lll/?2, (4.19)
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Figure 4.21 Voltage swing is reduced via (a) linearor (b) nonlinear resistors.

where/„ and Ip represent currents flowing in and out of a logic gate, respectively, depending on

the logic status.

The currents may be constant during transients like the current steering case or varying like

the simpleinverter case. But note that the voltage swingreduction helps to minimize the current

variation of the simple inverter. This is because thedrain voltage varies only Vs for entire transi

tions. Since the MOSFETs very likely will be in the linear region, the current change will be

approximately proportional to (Vbs - VT - VDS)t where VDS is the average valueof drain-to-source

voltage. Therefore, from Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), the power supply current, even for the simple

inverter, becomes roughly constant during transitions. This is anadditional advantage of thevol

tage swing reduction technique.

One drawback of using real resistors is the difficulty in implementing them in CMOS and

matching the average output level and the logic threshold of the next stage. The matching is

helpful for symmetric signal propagation. Resistors realized from an inverter that has an identical

logic threshold with the next stage and whose input and output are tied together are better,
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although the matching may not be perfect In addition, because these resistors are diode-

connected MOSFETs, more current is available for discharging capacitances at the initial phase

of a transition. Noting that the resistance of a MOSFET diode is inversely proportional to

Vgs - VT, if the output falls from high to low, initially R2 is larger and Ri is smaller than the

nominal values.

A major disadvantage of this technique is a large static power consumed in steady states.

For the above circuit when the output is low, the static power consumption is as large as

VDD2+VDDRlIn
'2*"*,;*• <420>

However, this power increase is offset by the decrease in dynamic power dissipation given by

F0=(Ci +C2)V52/. (4.21).

Now, let us compare the total power consumption with the conventional design, under the

assumption that R\=Ri. The total power in this circuit is the sum of average static power and

dynamic power, and that in the ordinary CMOS design is dynamic only. Using Eq. (4.19), the

ratio becomes

2A<Ci +C2)/(1+TS£-) +-v^ (4-22)

that decreases as either / gets higher or Vs is reduced. Note that the ratio is about y at the

comer frequency ofthis circuit, i.e„ xR/r^+r \-

Another issue of this reduced swing circuit is noise immunity. In crosspoint switches, pri

mary source of noise is capacitive coupling from other nodes. If resistors are added at the output

of the ordinary gate without reducing the device sizes, the corner frequency would increase. But

remembering that main purpose of the swing reduction at highly capacitive nodes is to reduce the

device sizes while maintaining the corner frequency, equivalent output resistance of the low-
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Figure4.22 Simplified modelsforcoupling in (a) high-swing design and (b) low-swing design.

swingcircuit must be very close to the onein high-swing circuit (Figure 4.22). That is, fora size

reduction by k, r =(kt)I \R. Therefore, the degree of coupling from other nodes remains

unchanged if Cc is constant. Of course, when Cc comes mostly from thegate-drain overlap, the

degree of coupling will decrease with the size reduction. Also, since the output signal levels in

the matrix and power supply noise level are similarly reduced in this design, the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) may be maintained. However, there are signals still having a large voltage swing

such as inputs to the matrix and controls. If the coupling is from these nodes, the ratio will be

lowered. In addition, if the swing is too small, the SNR will be degraded due to increasing por

tion of device related noises.

Voltage swing can also be reduced by using extra bias sources and hard-limiting diodes as

shown in Figure 4.23. Although theswing is exactly controllable, these methods maysuffer from

the level matching problem mentioned above and layout complexity. Especially in (a), the extra

bias sources must be routed to every crosspoint cell. The method in (b) may notbe practical in

CMOS, due to the lack of good diodes. Diode-connected MOSFETs can be used, but they need

to be large and may have severe body effect Instead ofbeingused as diodes, the MOSFETs can
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Figure 4.23 Swing reduction using extra bias sources and diodes.
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be utilized for a cascode amplifier like the one in (c). This circuit has dual function: the swing

limitation and amplification. However, like (b), this circuit is more sensitive to couplings due to

higher impedance at the output node during transitions.

4.4.7 Transresistance Amplifier

A suitable technique to limit voltage swing and match the center level with the logic threshold of

the next stage is to convert the next stage into a transresistance amplifier that is composed of a

wideband amplifier and a feedback resistor as illustrated in Figure 4.24. Basically, this circuit

senses an input currentand converts it into a voltage throughthe feedback resistor. Then, voltage

swing at the input node is very small because the input is at the virtual ground when the amplifier

gain is large. The swing is represented by Eq. (4.19) with R11 \R2replaced by the effective input

resistance of this circuit.

Most common CMOS amplifiers are differential amplifiers like the one in Figure 4.15.

Their gains are made high by using low drain-saturation voltages [46]. But, despite high gains,

they are generally not suitable for this application due to insufficient bandwidths.
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Figure 4.24 Swing reduction using (a) transresistance amplifier and (b) its inverter equivalent.

In digital CMOS technologies, an inverter biased at the logic threshold realizes a good

wideband amplifier, eventhough the gain is low. Figure 4.25 shows theDCinput-output transfer

curve of a 1.4 urn channel length inverter. In the steep transition region, the two MOSFETs are

in the saturation region and the DC gain is about 12. The comer frequency of this inverter is as

high as250 MHz. A higher gain can be achieved by using longer channel devices, but the result

ingbandwidth gets narrower rapidly. Since an inverter is biased automatically atthe logic thres

hold by connecting the input and output using aresistor, awideband transresistance amplifier can

be obtained simply by adding a feedback resistor around aninverter (Figure 4.24 (b)). Note also

that, because the matrix output is usually connected to an inverter for buffering and this inverter

may be converted into a transresistance amplifier, this technique allows combination of voltage

swing reductionand amplificationin one stage.

Feedback resistors can be made using resistive layers in CMOS technologies, such as

polysilicon and diffusion layers. Although this method looks straightforward, it takes large area

to get reasonable resistances, and adds substantial parasitic capacitances. In addition, the abso

lute values vary a lot following the processes and this variation is independent of the variation of

currents that flow through the resistors.
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The resistors can also be implemented with MOSFETs (Figure 4.26). This design is advan

tageous over others made of polysilicon or diffusion, in that the currentvariationmay offset the

resistance variation, producing a relatively constant output swing. Furthermore, the gain and fre

quency response can be optimized by controlling aspect ratios of the transistors.
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One simple method is to utilize CMOS transmission gates. Because the gate ofn-MOSFET

is tied to VDD and that of p-MOSFET is connected to VSs, n-MOSFET will be ON as long as

either input or output potential is below VDD - VTnt and p-MOSFET is ON if either one is above

Vss + IVTp I. The resistance of this transmission gate does not vary much over a large range of

signal swing (normally, equal to the power supply voltage). And the linearity would improve if

the body effects on both transistors arc negligible. Unfortunately, there is no differentiation

between source and drain for these MOSFETs. So, connecting the bodies with sources to elim

inate the body biases will not work.

Cf

}/l D « » i—i i in a vo

Figure 4.27 Transresistance amplifier using inverter and transmission gate, and its small-signal
model.

Another way is to make a nonlinear resistor like the one in Figure 4.26 (b). This resistor

acts as hard-limiting diodes as before (see Figure 4.23 (b) and (c)) when there is a current Note

that the current does not flow to the output node but tothe power supply. However, avoltage still

develops between the input and output, i.e., the gate and source of one transistor, according to the

current flowing through. The voltage is approximately proportional to the square-root of the

current. Hence, when this resistor is used in a feedback loop, the forward and feedback paths can
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be controlled separately for optimum performance. A major disadvantage is that, for zero

current, the output potential is not determined and may oscillate.

A CMOS transresistance amplifier or current-to-voltage converter composed of an inverter

and a transmission gate is shown in Figure 4.27. In steady states, the input current /,- (/„ orIp)

must flow through the two feedback transistors (MNf and MPf) to the output node, because the

gate of a MOSFET cannot conduct direct current It, then, returns to the supplythrough eitherof

the inverter transistors (MNa and MPa). Since the voltage drop across the feedback resistor,

URf, should also drop between the input and output, MNa and MPa will have different bias vol

tages. These bias voltages are set at a point where the resulting unbalance of inverter current

matches the input current Note that, at the logic threshold of the inverter, MNa and MPa are

both in the saturation region, and their drain currents are primarily proportional to (Vbs - VT)2.

Therefore, if the input current is small, the inputvoltagedeviates little from the logic threshold.

X7

Figure 4.28 Currents during a transient in the transresistance amplifier.

When the input current changes status, say, from Ip to /„, the input node is discharged ini-
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daily by a current Ip +/„ because the output voltage does not change quickly and Ip still flows

through Rf (Figure 4.28). Then the input voltage falls and the output voltage starts to rise, which

reduces the voltage drop acrossR/ and currentthrough it The discharge continues as long as the

feedback current into the input node is smaller than /„. Once the two currents match, discharge

stops. But due to the delay, the input node may be charged again by the excessive feedback

current This causes decaying oscillation and the circuit finally settles in a steady state. As is

evident, if the feedback action is fast, overshoot of the input and output decreases. Roughly,

largerRf and output capacitance make the action slower. A larger Rf also increases the output

swing. But if increased too much, the output is cramped and the input swing increases. In this

case, one of the MOSFETs in the inverter gets in the linearregion and the gain drops rapidly.

The resistance of the transmissiongatewhen the two transistors arein the linear region, i.e.,

both Vi and Vg lie in between VDD - VTnf and Vss + IV^l, is obtained by summing the two

current components and differentiating it with respect to Vi - V0;

GfB-^^kX^-XVDD-Vw-WTpfl). (4.23)

Here, the gain factors of both transistors are assumed tobeidentical to*'(-tt), and VTnf and VTpf

are threshold voltages of MNf and MPf, respectively. This equation suggests that the resistance

is constant for a large range of input/output voltages. The resistance becomes dependent on the

input/output levels, if one of the transistors is in saturation.

Actual resistance has more complicated behavior, due to the inaccuracy of MOSFET

models and the body effects. The simple long-channel model used in this derivation fails as

shorter channel devices are used for higher speeds. If resistances required are high (> 5 kohm),

they may have to be made with long-channel devices. The input/output voltages impose body

biases that affect the device threshold voltages in the increasing direction. So, Rf would be a

function of V,- and V0. However, the functional dependency is weak, because the increase in,say,
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VTnf due to higher input/output voltages is offsetby thedecrease in IVTpf I. This resistor is also

sensitive to the power supply and process variations; k' and VT*s are quite process dependent

Alsothese parameters are weak functions of the supply voltage and geometry through thebody

effects and the short-channel effects: themobility degradation and velocity saturation [47].

Butif the sensitivity matches that of theinput current, thecircuit maybedesigned tohave a

relatively constant output swing. As an example, let us consider a simple inverter driving this

transresistance amplifier. And assume that k' is constant for different devices and biases, and

variation of threshold voltages with respect to the supply voltage is negligible. Since the input

node of this amplifier has avery small swing biased at the logic threshold that isusually i-VDD,

thedriving MOSFETs willbe in the linear region. Therefore, if the supply voltage increases, the

current rises rapidly through VGs and VDS of the inverter. On the other hand, the resistance Rf

decreases according to Eq. (4.23). Then, the voltage drop across the resistor, /,/?/, becomes

where {r£-)r defines the ratio of the driving MOSFETs aspect ratio to the resistor's aspect ratio,

and VT is the threshold voltage of the driver. Note that the drop is independent of k'. Now, the

sensitivity of this drop to Vdd is

,. \VBD - -lOW +IVTpf \)VDD +VT(VTnf +IVTp/1)
«£ "T5; ^-3 • <4-25)

f VBd -Mr +f (Ktv +WthWdd +WW + \VTpf\)

Assuming that all VT's are very close to y Vj>d, the sensitivity becomes about 0.7. Whereas, that

of aconstant resistor is as large as2.4. If thecurrent is generated by dividing a reference voltage

that is insensitive to the supply variation, by asimilar MOSFET resistor, the sensitivity of hRf

becomes approximately equal to thatof the reference voltage.
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The equivalent input resistance of this transresistance amplifier is obtained from the small-

signal model as

where the inverter gain -^- has been assumed to be much larger than 1, and Aw b - 8™„ is the

amplifier gain with the feedback element loading effect Thus, the voltage swing at the input

node represented by Eqs. (4.19) and (4.26) can be made small by increasing the amplifier gain.

But the gain cannotbe greater than the invertergainthat is already limited as discussed before.

The transfer function derived from the small-signal model suggests that the transimpedance

has a low-pass characteristics govemed by two poles and one zero. At low frequencies, the

transresistance is expressed as

Because this value must be negative for proper operation, gn has to be greater than Gf. If

gm»Gf,Rt =-*/.

The bandwidth of this circuit is practically maximized when the two poles become identi

cal. Inthis condition, the output transient response iscritically damped and the output setties fast

without ringing. However, design equations for the critical damping involve a large number of

design parameters. As aresult, without simplifying assumptions, effects of these parameters may

not appear clearly. Since this circuit is used to reduce the voltage swing at a highly capacitive

node, d that is sum of this capacitance and gate capacitance of the inverter would bevery large.

On the other hand, C> that accounts for gate-drain overlap is negligible. Cc that represents out

put capacitance of the amplifier and input capacitance of the next stage is also large butusually

smaller thanC,. Otherwise, the main pointof this technique would be lost The transfer function

based on the above assumptions predicts the zero placed at a much higher frequency than the
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Figure 4.29 (a) Simulated transient response and (b) transfer function of a transresistance
amplifier.

Ct^&poles. Further assuming that -^- »-|p-, the condition for critical damping becomes

Ci(Gf + G0)2 =4C0gmGf. (4.28)
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Therefore, if Gf =Goy the capacitance ratio -jf- should be close to the inverter gain for best per

formance. The designequation forGf is then

Gf=gM%r~)±2g~[%-{%r~)]*- (4.29)

Because Gf must be real, the following condition has to be satisfied:

•&*£• (4-30)

Any changein the parameters afterbeing set forcritical dampingcausesthe output over or under

damping. For example, for a fixed G/, increase in d and Ga makes over damping, while

increase in C0 and gm adds ringing. Also, if Gf is changed to a value between the two in Eq.

(4.29), the output will be under damped. The above behavior is also applicable for the input

swing. Simulated transient response and transfer function of an example transresistance amplifier

are shown in Figure 4.29. This example has a maximum bandwidth of about 250 MHz and

verifies the above predictions.

4.4.8 Small-Swing Input and Output

Reduction of the input/output voltage swing is beneficial for the multiple-channel, high-speed

switch, as it reduces the supply noise and power consumption. Small voltage swings also lower

the probable overshoot of the input/output beyond the on-chip power supply voltage and, in turn,

help reduce the possibility of latch-up. Although designing the input/output levels compatible

with ECL would be desirable from a system point of view, good output stages are hard to imple

ment in CMOS. A sub-optimum solution may be to design for a small-swing not necessarily

matchingthe ECL levels. As long as the input/output levels have a proper interface, the switches

designed this way can be cascaded direcdy to form a large switching network. Also, if optical

transceivers aredesigned for this interface,they canbe simply connected to the switch.
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Figure 4.30 Comparison ofoutput stages showing drastic reduction ofcurrent transient by reduc
ing output voltage swing.
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The input swing may be reduced by using differential stages. In CMOS, the swing can be

as low as ^ (Ygs - VT) where Vqs is the gate bias of the input MOSFET [46]. One way to reduce

the output swing is to utilize the transresistance amplifier shown above, differently. Remember

ing that the amplifier is basically a current-to-voltage converter, output voltage of this circuit can

be controlled by the current and the feedback resistance. Note, here, that this circuit is used for

output swing reduction, not input swing reduction. As shown in Figure 4.30, this technique

reduces the transient current drastically compared to an ordinary digital CMOS circuit for the

same output load. In this example, a voltage swing reduction by about a factor of 3.6 decreases

the current swing by 2.8 and maximum dildt by 6.5 times. But this output stage may suffer from

slow settling, since the off-chip capacitance load at the output is usually larger than the capaci

tance at the input

CHIP1
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\
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r-l Jr& Vout U
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I
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Figure 4.31 Current drivingoutput and current sensing input for output voltage swing reduction.

Another technique to limit the output voltage swing is to design the output circuit to source

or sink current and the input circuit to sense this current. An example is illustrated in Figure

4.31, where input stage of the switch is a transresistance amplifier that converts current from the
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output driver while cramping the output swing. Because the external capacitance is large, this is

a natural application area of the transresistance amplifier. But a large current swing that is

needed to charge the off-chip capacitance would be harmful, due to packaging inductances

between the output and input.

GUARD RING

recombination

n+ SUBSTRATE

Figure 4.32 Latch-up minimization techniques.
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4.4.9 Latch-up Protection

Increasing possibility of the CMOS latch-up due to thepower supply and internal voltage fluctua

tion can only be reduced by providing extensive guard-ring diffusions around the devices, more

substrate and well contacts, heavier input/output protection, and substrate contact ring atthe chip

periphery, for agiven technology [48]. If there is a freedom to choose technologies, the epitaxial

substrate [49], retrograde well [50], or trench isolation [51] technologies are advantageous. As

depicted in Figure 4.32, these techniques either lower body resistances, reduce parasitic bipolar

gain, or collector block carriers beforethey trigger latch-up.



CHAPTER 5

PROTOTYPE CMOS SWITCH

This chapter describes the design andimplementation of a prototype, 16x16 switch chip with a

capacity of 100to 250 Mb/s and an operating voltageof5 V, in CMOS VLSI technologies.

As has been discussed in the previous two chapters, CMOS technologies with minimum

channel lengths below 2 um are attractive for 200 Mb/s electronic switching or higher. But prac

tical implementation of switching components in these technologieswould be complicated by the

high-speed requirement, their digital nature, and the increasingly apparent parasitics. To satisfy

the speed requirement while minimizing waveform degradation, techniques that fully utilize the

marginal technology bandwidth and reduce the effects of parasitics are in demand. The circuit

techniques suggested in Chapter4 such asvoltage swing limitation at highly capacitivenodes and

constant current steering are examples of such techniques. The effectiveness of the circuit solu

tions will be provenby applying them to this prototype switch. Discussed in this chapter are the

architecture, circuit details, and measurement results of the experimental chip as well as the

future improvements.

5.1 ARCHITECTURE

The prototype architecture of the switch is shown in Figure 5.1. It is based on the matrix type

switch architecture discussed in Section 3.4.2 and shown in Figure 3.7. This architecture is

chosen primarily because it is good for LAN applications and enables an efficient layout. The

chip consists of high-speed paths that include 16 x 16 crosspoints and input/output buffers

(shaded in the figure) andofmemory andcontrol blocks. Eachcrosspoint cell in the switch plane

80
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is bit-mapped to the corresponding memory cell in the memory plane.

CLOCK d
CHIP SELECT Q

DATA OUTPUT REFERENCE OUTPUT

Figure 5.1 Prototype chip architecture where shadedarea represents high-speed data paths.
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The number of stations that this single switch connects is limited to 16. But because this

chip is designed to support the expansion mechanisms illustrated in Figures 2.11 and 2.12,

switching networks of sizes greater than 16 can be built. Although fewer chips are required to

construct a large switching network if the number is increased, the total pin count increases
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rapidly and a larger package is needed. For example, if the switch size is increased from 16 x 16

to 32 x 32, the pin count increases from 48 to 80. One disadvantage of a larger package is the

higher lead inductances associated with it

This architecture is suited for the access method shown in Rgure 2.7, in that any hardware

for access request is not included. Access requests should be handled in a host controller, and the

resulting switch setup information must be provided through the clocked control bus. The com

munication rate of the synchronous control bus is only 10 MHz. Compared to this, data on 16

high-speed channels are asynchronous.

5.1.1 High-Speed Paths

The high-speed paths include the crosspoints organized into a matrix, the input buffer that drives

the crosspoints, and the output buffer that amplifies signals from the matrix to drive external

loads.

In this design, the high-speed paths provide only waveform amplification and level restora

tion for the passing data. No circuitry is included for retiming or synchronization. This is

because, at the desired speed, timing recovery and regeneration of the incoming or outgoing data,

i.e., retiming function, would require more technology bandwidth. Also, because the data on 16

channels are asynchronous, the retiming function would be required in every channel. Since tim

ing recovery at this high speed is costly, it cannot be implemented entirely on the chip. In addi

tion, this function is not needed for every switch chip if timing jitter addition from each chip is

minimal. It may be economical to provide the function at each station or at nodes where the

accumulated jitter and noise areexcessive, and to minimize the jitter and noise in individual chip.

In this switch, the maximum jitter is specified as 10% of the bit period of data, which is adequate

for proper timing recovery.

The input and output buffers are designed to be voltage level compatible for easy expan-
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sion. Also even though levels do not match, their voltage swing is made compatible with the

ECL swing; that is, the input accepts ECL swing and the output can drive ECL, if properly level

shifted. For this purpose, a differential stage is used at each chip input To reduce the number of

pads, however, one terminal of the differential inputs is connected to the common node REFER

ENCE INPUT. A reference voltage that is the centerof the input swing is normally provided to

this node. In cases of cascading the switch chips, the reference from this chip (REFERENCE

OUTPUT) that nominally represents the centerlevel of the output swing can be connectedto the

REFERENCE INPUT node of the next chip. Combined with this reference output, the output

may drive any differential input stages such as line receivers and LED or laser diode drivers

directiy.

5.1.2 Memory and Control Blocks

The memory andcontrolblocks include the memory matrix that stores switching informationand

the latches, decoder, and timing and reset logic that are needed to update the information. In this

chip, the memorymatrix consists of static storage cellsthatkeep information aslong as poweris

supplied. To update the information stored in the matrixor set up the switch, a new information

must be clocked into the source and destination address latches from the 4-bit ADDRESS DATA

bus and, in turn, written into the memory. The timing and reset logic generates a sequence of

pulses needed for this task from theexternal clock in combination withother control signals such

as CHIP SELECT and RESET. Because setup requests in this architecture are initiated by

source stations, the source address latched needsdecoding while the destination addresses do not.

Basically, the memory and control blocks operate at low speed. The worst casemaximum

clock rate is specified to be 10 MHz to allow good interfaces to microprocessor busses or other

computer communication channels. The inputs to these blocks are TTL orCMOS compatible.
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5.1.3 Setup Operation

There are two setup modes for this switch: quasi-serial and parallel. Because the crosspoint cell

is bit-mapped to the memory cell, to set up a path, the corresponding memory cell is written with

T.

\

•( SOURCE j( DEOTMlj( 0EST4.7j( DEST8-11 ^ DEST12-15 )-
(CODED) (DECODED)

CHIP SELECT-

CLOCK-

(10MHz)

ADDRESS DATA

(4 BIT BUS)

Y0-Y3

Y4-Y7

Y8-Y11

Y12-Y15

X0-X15

DATA

(250MB/S)

; :X

%s ""• \ "^ ^ N^%% -. *\* * s '« % % V - v \; x

n
A

NEW CONNECTION

- %c" JHK
I I

GUARD TIME

Figure 5.2 Quasi-serial setup mode needs 5 clock cycles to establish a new connection.

In the quasi-serial mode, any setup including selective or full broadcasting needs 5 clock

cycles or 20 bits of information, first4 bits specify a coded source address and the rest, decoded

destination addresses. The source address is latched into SOURCE ADDRESS LATCH by a

pulse derived from the first clock edge. While it is being decoded, bits 0-3 of destination

addresses get into the corresponding positions in DESTINATION ADDRESS LATCH by
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another pulse generated from the next clock edge. This repeats until bits 12-15 of destination

addresses are loaded. Then, a final pulse activates the decoded source address line (one of XO -

X15), which in turn writes the 16-bit wide, latched destination addresses (YO - Y15) into the row

of memory. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The 16-bit wide destination addresses can

be of any bit patterns. If they are all 1's, the source is broadcast to all destinations.

Since the specified clock frequency is 10 MHz, one setup takes 500 ns in this setup mode.

As a result, if the high-speed data are packetized, the packet size should be large enough so that

the setup time is a negligible portion of the total transmission time. In fact, guard time should be

included in one transmission. During the guard time (or dead time) when a new connection is

made, data cannot be sent reliably. A good value for 200 Mb/s transmission would be 1 kbits.

CHIP SELECT- \ f \ f

(10MHz)

ADDRESS DATA

(20 BIT BUS)

Y0-Y15

X0-X15

DATA

(250MB/S)

C3

n
NEW CONNECTION

^Z>

A
NEW CONNECTION

Figure 5.3 Parallel setup mode makes a connection in one clock cycle.

The parallel mode allows a setup in one clock cycle as depicted in Figure 5.3. The 4 bit

source address and the 16 bit destination addresses are latched into at the same time. This mode

is added for debugging purposes and would be useful if the timing logic fails to produce the
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sequence of pulses. Due to the bonding pad limitation on the experimental chips, however, the

parallel destination addresses are loaded through internal probe pads. If this setup mode is used,

the minimum packet size can be reduced by a factorof 5.

Clearing of entire memory or disconnecting all crosspoints is done by activating the

RESET pin. Also, for convenient checking of every link between the station and the switch,

LOOP BACK feature is included. In this mode,diagonal cells in the memorymatrix are written

with *r at once. As a result, 10 is switched to OO, 11 to 01, 12 to 02, and so on; i.e., the data

sent from one station return to itself if the loop is not broken.

5.2 HIGH-SPEED PATH CIRCUITS

This sectiondescribes the details of the high-speed path circuits. At the beginning, circuitdesign

and device sizing methods for these circuits are mentioned.

5.2.1 Circuit Design

Initially, the circuit was designed with a minimum 1.4 urn gate length in a 1.25 ujn, double-

metal, p-well, CMOS technology. This technology was chosento support various actual bit rates

from 200 Mb/s to near 400 Mb/s depending on the coding methods for 200 Mb/s data. If NRZ

coding is used, the technology hasenoughbandwidth marginfor the 200 Mb/s bit rate.

To reduce the device sizes and parasitic capacitances, the minimum gate length was nor

mally utilized. However, because the minimum length devices have the short channel effects

[47], the less accurate, conventional models (level i and ievei 2) of SPICE2 [52] have been rarely

used for hand calculation or simulation. Rather, the design has been based on reference device

characteristics and extensive circuit simulations carried out using SPICE2 with BSIM [53]

parameters. The BSIM parameters have been extracted from typical test wafers provided by the

fabrication site. The IDs vs. VDs curves for 1.4 um channel length MOSFETs are shownin Figure
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Figure 5.4 Drain current vs. drain voltage curves for reference MOSFETs.
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Primary design requirements for the high-speed path circuits are maximum bandwidth and

symmetric rise/fall characteristics. Here, symmetric rise/fall is required to maintain the duty

cycle of the signal and maximize the bit rate of the switch. The bandwidth is maximized by

using minimum channel length devices and maximum possible gate biases. And symmetry is

obtained by properly ratioing p- and n-MOSFETs so that the logic threshold isclose to A VDD. If

so for an ordinary CMOS inverter, the bandwidth is maximized because this logic threshold

guarantees maximum biases for both transistors.

In this technology, a 1.4 u,m gate length inverter with a p-MOSFET to n-MOSFET width

ratio of 2.5 has a logic threshold of "2.5 V (see Figure 4.25). This inverter is a reference for the

design of transresistance amplifiers and matching inverters in the high-speed paths. As will be

clear in latersubsections, for this prototype, the transresistance amplifier shown in Figure 4.27 is

applied extensively. Resistorsin the transresistance amplifiers are alsodesigned from a reference
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device and trimmed via simulations.

5.2.2 Switch and Sense Amplifier

As discussed in Section 4.1, complexity and areaof the switch cell should be minimized for max

imum speed and reduced parasitics. The 4-transistor tri-state invertershown in Figure 4.3 (b) is

selected for the switch cell, becausethis switchcell haswide bandwidth, small area, low parasitic

capacitances, low power consumption, and negligible feedthrough, as pointed out in Section

4.1.2. Also, unlike the passive switch cells, this does not cause loading fluctuation on the input

line.

SWITCH ARRAY
(16 SWITCHES)

\^4 -^

SOy-1 Jl-j Sly-1J^ a^.; St5y- /!-j
• »«4.«*\44W***«NtaMto

C - H

lo ir 115-

Flgure 5.5 Switch and sense amplifiercircuits.
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,l»r 32
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8/2

vdd
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Figure 5.5 shows the switch cells in the shaded area and the sense amplifiercircuits on the

right It indicates that at each output line of the crosspoint matrix, a CMOS transresistance

amplifier senses current from one of the 16 switch cells. The transistors MNS2 and MPS2 are

switches controlled by the storedvalue Sxy and its complement Sxy-, respectively. If they are
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ON, the high-speedinput signal Ix- is invertedat the output Oy.

The transistor MN2 is used to pull Oy down during a standby state, when none of the 16

switches connected to this output is ON. If MN2 is not present, current into the transresistance

amplifier is zero and Oy- sits at the logic threshold voltage. This undefined state in digital cir

cuits is prevented by a NOR gate and MN2, as shown in Rgure 5.6. The NOR gate is realized

with a pseudo-NMOS technique to reduce routing complexity in the matrix. MN2 is imple

mented as two minimum size transistors in series, to match the sink current level.

Figure 5.6 Standby pull-down circuit.

Oy
? (yfris)

i MN2

The design starts by approximating parasitic capacitance and estimating voltage swing at

Oy. The capacitance is mainly contributed from drain junctions of the switch transistors, output

routing, and gates of the amplifier. But since the transistor sizes are unknown, it is hard to esti

mate their contribution. Instead, the total capacitance is roughly approximated based on the rout

ing capacitance. If the first metal is used for output routing, the capacitance for a 2 mm long,

minimum width wire is about 100 fF. Hence, the total capacitance would be less than 1 pF. The

voltage swing depends on a desired swing at Oy-. Remember that the inverter (MNA1 and

MPA1 pair) used as an amplifier has a gain about 10 for a limited range of output voltage, i.e.

approximately from 1 to 4 V. If this swing is desired and gain degradation due to feedback load-
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ing is minor, the swing at Oy is on the order of 0.5 V.

Current from the switch to drive Oy in 1.5 ns is then about 330 uA, which allows the use of

minimum size (3/1.4) for both MNS1 and MNS2. MPS1 and MPS2 are sized as 8/1.4 for sym

metric current drive. The feedback resistance for a 3 V swing at Oy- is about 5 kohm. Final dev

ice sizes after fine tuning are indicated in Rgure 5.5. The gate lengths are not shown unless they

deviate from 1.4 urn.

One thing to note is that the feedback resistance changes with process and power variations.

However, as discussed in Section 4.4.7 in relation with Eq. (4.25), the variations affect the

crosspoint cell current similarly, resulting in a less sensitive voltage swing at Oy-.

SWITCH ARRAY

Vdd

(y;o-i5)

115-

Figure 5.7 Constant current steering switch and sense amplifier.

Although the switch does not steer constant current, the supply current transient is very

small due to the small charging current and the voltage clamping at Oy. If constant-current steer

ing is desired, it can be done by using a modified switch cell depicted in Figure 5.7. Here, VH

and VL are biases for the current sources MNS3 and MPS3. And the MNS5 - MPS5 pair
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provides a reference equal to the logic threshold for MNS4 and MPS4. MPS6 is used for

standby pull-down. This is basically the current steering circuit in Rgure 4.18 where MN+ and

MP+ are replaced by 16 switch cells. Major disadvantages of this circuit include a lower speed

arising from the increase in complexity and device sizes. Routing is also more complicated.

Because these factors more than offset the benefit gained, this circuit is not adopted for the proto

type.

5.2.3 Input Buffer

For proper interfacing between the two identical switch chips as needed for construction of a

larger switching network, the input buffer is designed to be level compatible with the output

buffer. In this prototype, the output has a nominal swing greater than, but close to 1 V, which is

centered at the logic threshold of the reference inverter. Thus, the input buffer should discern

high/low levels less than 1 V apart. By making the input swingECL compatible, this prototype

may be interfaced to ECLs with properDC level shifting.

Figure 5.8 Input buffer circuit.
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Figure 5.8 shows the input buffercomposed ofthe constant current steering circuitin Figure

4.17, the transresistance amplifier in Rgure 4.27, and two inverters. The differential input stage

has been selectedto facilitate the small input swing. However, to reduce the pin count, the nega

tive terminal of the differential input stageis connectedto a common input referenceVRI. MNI1

and MPI1 are mirrored current sources. The transresistance amplifier connected to the output of

the current steering circuit serves rather as a current-to-voltage converterthan as a voltage swing

limiter for ICx. That is, it transforms the bidirectional current into a bi-levelvoltage. In fact, the

capacitance at ICx is not large enough to needswing reduction. The converted voltage -Ix drives

a pairof inverters that provide full 5 V swingon Ix-. If the swing at -Ix is large, static powercon

sumption in the first inverter decreases. In this particular design, the switched current level is

about 160 u,A, the feedback resistance is 8 kohm, and the voltage at -Ix swings between 1.3 and

3.6 V.

Input voltage difference needed to steercurrent/„ fully from MNI2 to MNI3 is

U
AVflfco TTTw

(~rh~2"^TT

+

¥^
Vi

(5.1)

Therefore, the MOSFETs for current steering must be made wider to lower the required input

swing. However if this swing is too small, since the widths increase by the square of required

swing reduction, the gate, source, and drain capacitances increase rapidly and the bandwidth of

this circuit decreases. Unlike a case when both input terminals move opposite and symmetric

way, even the capacitances at the common source nodes(sources of MNI2 - MNI3 pairand MPI2

- MP 13 pair) hurtthe bandwidth. Thesenodes need to follow the input INx quickly for fast steer

ing.

This also puts a limit on how small the saturation voltages of MNI1 and MPI1 and how

large theseMOSFETs canbe. The saturation voltages may not be settoo high, though, to prevent

the transistors from getting out of the saturation. Current sources in the linear region have
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characteristics far from ideal. Although better current source characteristics can be obtained by

using longer channel devices, corresponding width increase is not desirable.

In this prototype, saturation voltages of the current sources are about 1 V, and AVWx is about

0.9 V. The MOSFET sizes are shown in Rgure 5.8. Note that the MOSFETs on the input side

(MNI2 and MP12) aresized smallerthan MNI3 and MP13 to reducethe input loading.

Figure 5.9 ECL compatible input buffer.

vdd

MPI7

MNI7

• IX-

(x;0-15)

*— VSs

Extensionof this circuit to anECL compatible one canbe done easily by adding two source

followers at the front end, as shown in Rgure 5.9. Higfa gainn-MOSFETs with the wells tied to

the sources (MNI8 and MNI9) facilitate good followers.

5.2.4 Bias Circuit

The bias voltages VH and VL are generated in the circuit shown in Rgure 5.10. Note that the

current in MNB1 is equal to the one in MPB1. Also note that MNB1 and MNI1 in the input

buffer form a current mirror, like MPB1 and MP 11 do. Hence, any current variation in MNB1

affects /„ and lp equally.
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Figure 5.10 Bias generating circuit.

The MNB2 - MPB2 pair is a CMOS transmission gate resistor whose value is determined

by Eq. (4.23). As a result, the resistance varies depending on the supply voltage. If VH and VL

are not sensitive to the supply variation, the current through this resistorchanges inversely with

the supply. This current is mirrored to the current steering circuit of the input buffer, and con

verted to a voltage swing by the transresistance amplifier. As discussed in Section 4.4.7 with

relation to Eq. (4.25), the sensitivity of this voltage swing to the supply variation is equal to that

ofVH-VL

If MNB1 and MPB1 are hard limiting diodes, any change in Vdd - Vss will appear equally

in VH-VL Since VH-VL is (yDD - Vss - VGSnbl - IVqs^i I), the sensitivity of VH-VL is greater

than 1. However, the transistors are not hard limiting in practice. Forexample, if the supply vol

tage drops, VH-VL tends to drop. But this reduces current in the MOSFETs, which in turn

reduces the gate-source voltages. Thus, the drop of VH-VL is smaller than that of the supply.

Furthermore, as the supply drop increases resistance of the MNB2-MPB2 pair, the current and

Kgs's are reduced more. This suggests that the sensitivity is lower than the hard limiting case.

To a first order, if MNB1 and MPB1 are made weaker by decreasing the aspect ratios, the
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sensitivity falls far below 1.

The use of weak transistors is limited, however, by the increase in the saturation voltages.

If they are too high, dynamic range of the input circuit will be restricted. On the other hand, a

moderately high saturation voltage helps to reduce the size of the current source. In this design,

VH and VL are set about 3 and 2 V, respectively.

5.2.5 Output Buffer

The output buffer has the same structure as the input buffer except the last two inverters removed,

as shown in Figure 5.11. But main purpose of this combination is to generate the output swing

levels approximately +0.5 V (high) or -0.5 V (low) beyond the logic threshold voltage of the

reference inverter. For a symmetric design, these would be close to 3V and 2V. Remind that, to

a first order, the swing is not sensitive to process and supply variations due to the bias scheme

explained in the previous section, which controls current in the steering circuit to be inversely

proportional to the feedback resistance. However,due to a large external capacitance, the output

may show ringing (see Rgure 4.29). Becausethe chip provides the logic threshold as an output

reference, the outputs can readily be interfaced to the inputsof other identicalchips orLED/laser

diode drivers with differential inputs.

One of the input nodes of the steering circuit is connected to the internal reference identical

to the logic threshold of the MN06 - MP06 pair. This reference is stabilized by adding the

bypass capacitors Cs and C*. To reduce the capacitance at Oy- that is driven by the sense

amplifier (Figure5.5), MN02 and MP02 aresized much smaller than MN03 and MP03. Also,

to minimize capacitances at the common source nodes,minimum gate length devices areused for

the current sources. Although the current mirroring becomesnon-ideal, this design increases the

bandwidth.

The small swing at the output enables us to achieve the speed introducing only 1/5of tran-
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Figure 5.11 Output buffer circuit.
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sient current and power line noise compared to the conventional 5V swing. As well, it reduces

dynamic power consumption at the output circuitry by a factor of 25. For a 200 MHz clock and a

10 pF load, the dynamic power peroutput is only 2 mW. However, since both n- and p-channel

transistors of the last inverter are ON all the time, large static power is consumed instead.

Current level in the MN04 - MP04 pair is about 8.8 mA, and the steered currentis near 1 mA.

Most of the chip power is dissipated in this circuit

The resonance of the output parasitics L0 and C0 may complicate the output waveform. For

L0 = 5 nH and C0 = 10 pF, the resonance frequency is close to 700 MHz. Since this is about 3.5

times higher than the maximum bit rate, the effect would be minor.

Roughly approximated ECL levels can be obtained using the output circuit in Figure 5.12.

The diode Dmay be realized usinga well-to-substrate junction. This circuit is not a perfect solu-
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Figure 5.12 Output buffer with approximate ECL levels.

tion because the output levels are sensitive to VTn variation of MN04. If the high level is too

high, it may saturate the inputtransistors ofanECLgate and slowdownthe speed.

5.2.6 Reference Output

The reference output circuit is equal to the last stage of the output buffer, i.e. MN04 - MP04,

except that its input and output nodes are shorted together. Automatically, this circuit generates

the logic threshold of the inverter as the reference. Hence from Appendix 2, the reference voltage

is represented as

V,n - vv, -M^DD +V-r*-Wm\V*\Vro - vLT ^^

where m - 1 or 2 depending on the channel length and

_ kP (-£-),

kn (-r-)n

(5.2)

(5.3)
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5.2.7 Simulation Results

The high-speed path circuits have been combined and simulated using SPICE2 and the BSIM

parameters. In the simulation, 200 Mb/s RZ data with maximum transition density (or 400 Mb/s

NRZ) has been used. The parasitics assumedareLdd =LSs = 2 nH, L9 = 5 nH, Cds= 160 pF, and

C0 = 10 pF. Figure5.13 shows the simulation results. For the best case when only one channel is

active, the output is under damped and power supply noise is negligible (about 22 mV). The pro

pagation delay through this switch is about 5.2 ns.

m -

4 -

3 -

V -

2 E

vdd

WORST <3>200Mb/«RZ

BEST 9200 MbfeRZ

WORST 0000/3 Mbfe RZ

BEST 9200/3 MbteRZ

[OUTy]

VSS

10
time [ns]

Figure 5.13 Simulation results for the high-speed path circuits.

20 30

To see the timing jitter arising from intersymbol interference, the input was changed so that

it has one pulse in every 3 bit-periods. The intersymbol interference mainly comes from the

under damping characteristics of the high-speed paths (actually output stage). If the bit rate is

400 Mb/s, the circuit cannot settle before the next pulse arrives, and ringing on the signal does
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not decay in one bit-period. However, for a bit rate sufficiently low, the circuit settles within one

bit-period and past history of the pulses dies out. From the curves, the jitter is measured as less

thanl %.

Worst case simulations have been carried out by assuming that one input is broadcast to all

16 outputs. The power supply inductances effectively increaseby 16 and the bypass capacitance

decreases by 16 in this case. Although the power supply noise is increasedto 0.38 V p-p, the out

put waveform is very close to that of the best case. Crosstalk through power supply fluctuation

has been simulated by imposing high-frequency,0.5 V p-p sinusoidal signals on the power lines.

The frequency is either 400 MHz or 444 MHz, and the phase difference between VDd and Vss is 0

or 180 degrees. Maximum jitter from various combinations of the frequency and phase is still

less than 5 %.

5.3 MEMORY AND CONTROL CIRCUITS

The memory and control circuits are basically conventional CMOS logic circuits. Therefore,

only unique features of this prototype will be described. For these circuits, the p-MOSFET to n-

MOSFET aspect ratioof2 was maintained mosdy to reducethe area.

5.3.1 Memory Cell

As discussed in Section 4.2, complexity and area of the memory cell should be minimized to

facilitate routing of required signals and reduce parasitics. This is especially enforcing, because

the crosspoint switch and memory aremerged into a cell that is used to construct a 2-dimensional

matrix.

Among many choices of memory circuits, the modified static latch in Figure 4.5 is advanta

geous becauseof the reasons mentioned in Section4.2.2: six small (mosdy minimum) devices, a

word line, a bit line, no clock skew problem, andeasy design. Although it has drawbacks such as
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reduced noise margin and potential static powerdissipation, theireffect on memory operation and

already large total powerconsumption would be minor. Most of the chip power is dissipated in

the high-speed paths.

Figure 5.14 shows the memory cell combined with the switch cell. In this memory, the

fully decoded and pulsed source address Xx either gates the destination address information Yy

through MNM1 orlatches the circuit via MPM1. To reset the entire array at once, MNM2 is pro

vided. Also, for cells at diagonal locations, i.e. x =y, MPM2 is added to set up a loop back

mode.

Except INV1, MNM2, and MPM2, minimum size devices are used in this circuit INV1

needs a low logic threshold, because initial high level at its input is Vdd - VTn. However, the

logic threshold maynotbetoo low, since the low level atitsinput maydrift upto Vss + IVTp I. A

p- to n-MOSFET ratio of 1.5 is proper for this inverter. MNM2 and MPM2 need to be large to

override already stored information.
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5.3.2 Destination Address Latch

Destination address latchstores the destination selection information Yy andhastwo input ports:

ADi for the quasi-serial loading and ADy for the parallel loading. As shown in Figure 5.15, this

latch is a modified version of the memory cell. Note that the two gating n-MOSFETs are con

nected in parallel and the latching p-MOSFETs, in series. The latch is reset at the same time

when the memory matrix is cleared.

ALCp ALCJ
G 0 Q;1-4)

y=4Q-1)+i

Figure 5.15 Destination address latch cell.

In the quasi-serial mode, the pulse ALC] gates ADO - AD3 into 4 latches. ALC1 is

activated first to update YO - Y3, ALC2 nextfor Y4 - Y7, and so on(see Figure 5.2). Whereas in

the parallel mode, ALCp loads all 16 latches atonce as explained in Rgure 5.3.

5.3.3 Source Address Latch and Decoder

Source address latch and decoder circuits generate the pulse Xx (Figure 5.16). The latch is basi

cally identical to the destination address latch, except that its inputs are tied together and reset

function is removed. ALCO or ALCp isused to clock in ADi depending on the setup mode. The

1of 16 decoder following the latch isa fully static CMOS circuit. And the write pulse WP- gates

the output of this decoder.
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DECODER

Figure 5.16 Source address latch and decoder circuits.

WP- is generated from the fallingedgesof ALC4 or ALCp, and the pulse durationis deter

mined by the 5-stage inverter delay.

5.3.4 Timing and Reset Control Logic

The control signals for latching and resetting in the above circuits are derived from the logic

shownin Figure 5.17. A 5-bit serial shift register is used to generate the sequential pulses ALCO

- 4 from the clock ([ADS-]) edges. The chip select signal ([CS-]) enables the clock when it is

low. Also this signal or the reset ([RS-]) clears the shift registerfor the start of a new sequence.

The loop back mode is controlled by [LB-], and the parallel/ quasi-serial loading is selected by

[P/QS-].

The master-slave D flip-flop used in the shift register is realized by cascading two latches

(one with p-MOSFET gating and the other with n-MOSFET gating) as shown in Figure 5.17.

This is simple and free from the clock skew related raceproblem becauseit needs only one clock

line.
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Figure 5.17 Timingand reset control logic.

Since all pulses are generated from the transition edges and their widths are determined by

the inverter delays, the speed of this control logic is approximately proportional to the technology

bandwidth. In thisprototype, theclockfrequency cango up to 50 MHzbasedon the simulation.

5.4 LAYOUT AND FABRICATION

5.4.1 Layout

The MAGIC program [54] has been used for the layout. To utilize given design rules maximally,

the technology file forMAGIC has been customized so that it has a 0.1 pm minimum grid (or51).
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During thelayout phase, emphasis was putonminimizing parasitic capacitances, power line

inductances, and latch-up susceptibility. Parasitic capacitances were minimized by cutting drain

junction areas and interconnection distances, and using minimum line widths. Also, isolating the

signallines by putting power rails in between, the couplingcapacitances were reduced. Substrate

and well guardrings have been extensively used to isolate individual cell from its neighbors and

to prevent latch-up.

Wide second metal lanes were used for the power supply distribution, with frequent shunt

contacts to the first metal. Because of this, horizontal pitch of the switch and memory cell is

larger thanneeded forthe circuit layout This inevitably increases parasitic shunt capacitances on

the rows and columns of the matrix.

Global powersupplyrouting useswide second metal layer. Therefore, input/output signals

that are on the first metal are sandwiched between the two powersupply plates: the substrate and

the second metal. Even though coupling through fringe fields among signal lines is reduced,

shunt capacitances increase on these lines.

5.4.2 Floor Plan

The floor plan of the chip is shown in Rgure 5.18. Notice the similarity between this plan and

the architecture shown in Figure 5.1. Thehigh-speed inputs are located attheleft side of the chip

and the outputs are placed atthebottom and right sides. Vertical orhorizontal pitches ofcore cir

cuits suchas the sense amplifier, the current-to-voltage converter of the input buffer, the current

steering circuit of theoutput buffer, source address decoder, destination address latch, and timing

logic are matched to the pitches of the switch/memory cell. This facilitates abutting thesecircuits

for acompact layout Because of the small core area, the chip sizeis determined by thepad pitch

and thenumber of pads. For this prototype, the number of total pads is 48 and thechip sizeis 2.8

mm x 3.0 mm. The vacant space between the core and the periphery is used for power supply
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distributioa Power supply lanes come from the top (VDd) and bottom (VSs), and form interdigi-

tated fingers.
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Figure 5.18 Floor plan of the chip.
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The output buffer is divided into the current steering stage and the current-to-voltage con

verter, to minimize the effect of long routing. By placing the former right next to the switch
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matrix and the latter at the pad, the steered current is delivered through the long wire. Although

the shuntcapacitance is large, because the voltage swingis reduced on this wire, its effea on the

speed is minimized. This strategy has also been applied tothe input buffer. That is, break point

of the input buffer is at the output of the current steering stage. But the whole input buffer cir

cuits are placed as close to thematrix aspossible to minimize the parasitics that thisbufferhas to

drive.

Out of the 48 pads, 5 pads are assigned to the power supplies: 3 for Vss and 2 for Vdd- In

order to reduce the power line inductances, more pads are needed for the supply connection.

However, if the number of power pads is increased, the chip gets bigger and routing distances for

the input/output signals become longer. This would increase the routing related capacitances and

inductances, and degrades the switch bandwidth. If the second metal isused for signal routing,

increase of the routing capacitances may be restricted. Because the transmission characteristics

of the switch rely mostiy on the power supply inductances, increasing the number of power pads

would be beneficial to a certain extent

5.4.3 Layout Verification

The layout was checked by extracting the entire circuit from the layout and doing both logic and

circuit simulations on that circuit

ESLM [54] was used to verify the logic of the control block. However, ESIM cannothandle

the high-speed paths that consist of semi-analog circuits nor the pulse generation circuits that util

ize gate delays.

The functioning of these circuits were checked through the circuit simulation program

RELAX [55]. Actually, the voltage levels and timing for the whole chip with about 6,000

transistors have been verified from RELAXsimulations. Buttheaccuracy of these simulations is

somewhat poor in this short-channel circuitry, because RELAX uses only the SPICE level 1
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parameters. Also, the RELAX simulation is not reliable in that it sometimes looses fine details of

transients.

More exact simulation was done for the extracted high-speed path circuits using SPICE2

and the BSIM parameters. The result is comparable to the initial SPICE2 simulatioa But the

bandwidth of the switch is generally lower in this case, due to overestimation of capacitances

during the circuit extraction.

5.4.4 Scaled Versions

The final layout of the chip has also beenscaled up by factors of 2 and 1.4, to get versions with

the minimum gate lengths 2.8 pm and 2 pm and to fabricate with 3 pm and 2 pm CMOStechno

logies, respectively. It was done easily by using different scale factors in the CEF file generation

section of the MAGIC technology file [54].

The scale-up is purely optical in a sense that the wholelayoutis blown up by the same fac

tor. Hence, the pad size, pad pitch, and chip size are unnecessarily big in the scaled-up versions.

In short, the scaled versions are not tuned for optimum performance. Other geometries, however,

do not deviate much from the design rules of each technology, because the technologies are

tailored to the scalable design rules. The chip size for the 2.8 pm version is 5.5 mm x 6.0 mm,

and for the 2 pm version, it is 3.9 mm x 4.1 mm.

5.4.5 Fabrication

The 3 versions of the switch chip have been fabricated and packaged through MOSIS. The CIF

files were sent to MOSIS that provides mask sets to the actual chip manufacturers. The 2 pm ver

sion has also been fabricated inthe Microfabrication Laboratory of our department

A photomicrograph of the chip is shown in Figure 5.19 which is identical for all of the 3

versions.
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Figure 5.19 Photomicrograph of the switch chip.

48-pin LCCs were used for packaging to reduce the package lead inductance. Because typi

cal inductance ofthe center lead is about 5 nH [42], the power supply inductance ofthis packaged
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chip is approximately 2 nH. To stabilize the body bias and reduce latch-up susceptibility, the

substrate is connected to VDd from the back through a substrate bonding. The 2.8 pm version

chips were also packaged in ordinary 64-pin DIPs.

5.5 MEASUREMENT AND DISCUSSION

The nominal characteristics of the switch chips havebeenmeasured atroom temperature with a5

V power supply. The characteristics under different operating voltages have also been observed

by varying the power supply voltage from 4.5 to 5.5V. The measurement has focused on the key

characteristics of the switch such as the timing jitter, output noise, and crosstalk. Initially, the

functioning of eachswitchwaschecked individually by holding the chip in aLCC socket. Then,

acouple of chips have been cascaded directiy to see the interface characteristics when aswitching

network is expanded with the tree hierarchy depictedin Figure 2.11.
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Figure 5.20 Measurement setup.
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5.5.1 Measurement Setup

The measurement setup is shown in Figure 5.20. For the high-speed data inputs, a 215-1

sequence, pseudo-random NRZ data generator and a supplementary pulse generator have been
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used. Oscilloscope was used to observe the waveforms or eye patterns at the input and outputs

andmeasure the timing jitter, although the jitter would be more accurately measured if the com

plicated setup shown in Rgure 5.21 [56] is used. The probe capacitance was 10pFnominal.
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Figure 5.21 An accurate jitter measurement setup.
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The pseudo-random data generator was implemented using discrete 100k series ECL com

ponents as shown in Figure 5.22. This circuit generates NRZ data up to a 300 Mb/s rate.

Because the switch input is notdirecdy ECLcompatible, alevel shifting circuit hasbeeninserted

at the output of the generator.

The switch module represents either a single switch in the socket or cascadedswitches sol

dered on a custom printed circuit board. Figure 5.23 shows the connection between the switches

and the top side of theboard where the switches are mounted. Onthis board, the control port of

everyswitch is tied to a common control bus. Therefore, when the switch is setup such that 14 is

connected to 09, the inputdata IN 1propagate through maximum 5 switches.
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Figure 5.22 Pseudo-random NRZ data generator.

Another thing to noteis the input/output reference connection between chips. For example,

theswitch S2-1 receives data from S1-1, S1-2,and S3-1, and thereference input node (VRI) of

S2-1 must be connected to a voltage level that best approximates the center levels of the three

outputs. As discussed in Appendix2, by connecting the reference outputs (VRO) from different

chips together, a reference that is close to the nominal logic threshold voltage canbe obtained.

The reference connection is based on this concept, and there are two reference busses for this

switch module: one for VRO's of S1-1, S1-2, S3-1, and S1-3 and VRPs of S2-1 and S2-2,

and the other for VRO'sof S2-1 and S2-2 and VRPs of the remaining chips.

5.5.2 Measurement Results

Proper operation has beenobtained with the first samples of all3 versions. Because the 3 version

chips have similar operation, this subsection focuses mainly on the measurement results for the

1.4 pm chip.

The 1.4 pmchips operate upto 300 Mb/s from a5 V supply at room temperature. The DC

output low and high levels are about 2.2 and 3.4 V, respectively. The power dissipation is about

940 mW, insensitive to whether the chip is fully broadcasting 300 Mb/s data or is inthe standby

state.
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Figure 5.23 (a) Connection diagram for cascaded switches and (b) top side of the test board
used.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.24 Eye patternsfor the 1.4 pm chip (a) in the loop back mode and (b) in the full broad
casting mode;top traces show inputs and bottom traces show outputs.

Figure 5.24 (a) shows eye patterns of the 300 Mb/s input data (top) and the output (bottom)

in the loop back mode. The output is loaded only with the probe capacitance. Note that the eye

ofthe input data is already degraded at this data rate. In this best case, the eye is open over 80%

and maximum swing is about 1.3 V. The delay is about 5.9 ns and the timing jitter added from

the chip is negligible. The data rate for 80% eye-opening is 290 Mb/s. If the switch is setup for

the full broadcasting mode, one input is switched to all ofthe 16 outputs, and on-chip power sup

ply fluctuation and intersymbol interference become maximum. Figure 5.24 (b) shows eyes in

Uiis worst mode. Although the timing jitter is increased to about 0.3 ns and eye opening is

reduced to 70%, the eye is sufficiendy clear.

When the input is fully broadcast and observation is made for the output that drives another

chip (fan-out = 1), the 80% eye-opening data rate decreases to 250 Mb/s, the delay increases to

6.3 ns, and the jitter is less than 0.2 ns as shown in Figure 5.25 (a). For the same condition, the

data rates of2 pm and 2.8 um versions are 216 Mb/s and 106 Mb/s, the delays are 7.9 ns and 16.5
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Figure 5.25 Eyes 80% open in full broadcasting mode, observed from the output with fan-out of
1: (a) 1.4pm version, (b) 2 pm, and (c) 2.8 pm: (top) input and (bottom) output.

ns, and the timing jitters are 0.35 ns and 0.65 ns, respectively (sec Figure 5.25 (b) and (c)).

One thing to note from (b) is that the output eye has two distinct lines. This suggests that

the timing jitter is a manifestation of intersymbol interference which is believed to be caused by

the limited bandwidth and power supply fluctuation of the switch.
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Propagation delay variation has been observed between the 16 outputs of the switch in the

full broadcasting mode. For the outputs with no fan-out, average delay is about 5.9 ns and the

maximum deviation is about 0.2 ns (or 3%). The variation pattern is closely matched with the

wire length and associated shunt capacitance between the current steering stage and transresis

tance amplifier stage of each output buffer. (Remember that the output buffer is divided into the

two stages, and one stage is placed at the pad and the other, next to the matrix, as discussed in

Section 5.4.2. Also, see the chip photographin Figure5.19.)

Output DC levels also vary depending on the physical location of each output pad on the

chip. Low levels tend to increase and high levels decrease as the distance between the pad and

the current steering stage increases. Although the level variation is minor ("4% for low level and

"2% for highlevel), the DC swing variation is as large as 12%. This systematic variation may

come from the resistance of the wire carrying the steered output current

5.5.3 Crosstalk Measurement

The worst crosstalk has been measured on one idle output (09) while broadcasting the 250 Mb/s

data to the remaining 15 outputs. The bottom trace of Figure 5.26 (a) shows the crosstalk noise

that is superimposed onthe low output level The noise is about 140 mV p-p.

For comparison, the same output in the full broadcasting mode is shown at the top. Notice

that the two eye patterns are almost identical except inversion. This inverted relationship sug

gests that the crosstalk may be caused through the power supply inductance coupling (on-chip

supply fluctuation) or through capacitive coupling from the active outputs to the node Oy- or

OCy- (seeFigure 5.11)of the idle output buffer.

But close examination reveals that the latter mechanism is less probable. First of all, cou

pling capacitance from an output pad to the internal nodes is practically zero. Secondly, the

phase difference (or delay) between the two traces is virtually negligible. If the crosstalk is
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300< 5tbC

(a)

Figure 5.26 (a) 250 Mb/s databroadcast (top) and worst crosstalk observed from one idle output
(bottom), and (b) crosstalk on 4 idle outputs.

caused by the latter mechanism, at least one inverter delay would be evident Finally, the

crosstalks observed from 4 idle outputs when broadcasting the same data to the rest 12 outputs

are proportionately smaller (~100 mV), asshown in Figure 5.26 (b).

Therefore, the crosstalk must originate from the power supply fluctuation. In fact in the

output buffer, if theoutput goes low, Vss and VDD move up, and vise versa.

For the 2 urn chip, eye pattern of 200 Mb/s data on one output affected by the maximum

crosstalk that happens when broadcasting another 100 MHz asynchronous clock to the other 15

outputs is shown in Figure 5.27 at the top. Compared to the eye in the full broadcasting mode

shown at the bottom, the timing jitter and eye closure are increased a litde. As pointed out

before, the bottom trace shows the data affected by the maximum intersymbol interference.

For the 3 pm version, the chips in LCCs show less interchannel crosstalk than the chips in

64-pin DIPs because ofsmaller inductances. In fact, the chips in DIPs have other forms ofinter

channel crosstalk through both capacitance and mutual inductance couplings between the
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Figure 5.27 200 Mb/s data affected by maximum crosstalk (top) and maximum intersymbol in
terference (bottom).

package leads.

5.5.4 Expansion Experiment

Four 1.4 urn chips have been soldered on the test board shown in Figure 5.23 (S1-1, S1-2, S2-1,

and S3-1), to see expansion related interface characteristics. The switches are set up for full

broadcasting, and 250Mb/s data are sent from the input of S1-1.

In this worst mode, the data propagate through the 4 chips. Figure 5.28 shows the output

09 of S2-1 (fan-out = 1) at the top and 09 of S3-1 (fan-out =0) at the bottom. The output of

S1-2 is not shown but similar to the bottom trace. Compared to the trace shown in Figure 5.25

(a) which is in fact 09 of S1 -1, the eyes become worse as the data pass through more chips.

This increase of timing jitter mainly comes from the offset between the input reference and

center level ofthe input to each chip. As described in Section 5.5.1, the reference input terminal

VRI of each chip is connected to the reference outputs of the adjacent chips that are shorted

together. Again, because of the electrical parameter variation from chip to chip, the reference
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Figure 5.28 Outputs of S2-1 (top) and S3-1 (bottom) showsuccessively closing eyes when data
propagate 2 cascaded chips and 3 chips.

outputs provided as the logic threshold voltages aredifferent between chips. (Forthe 1.4pm ver

sion, the reference output voltage is typically 2.78 V.) If several reference outputs are shunted,

the resulting level becomes close to the average of them and would not represent the center level

of any output swing (Appendix 2). Another thing to note is that the outputs from one chip may

also have small center level variation. Therefore, for example, VRI of S2-1 may not match the

center level of the input from S1 -1 (09).

Figure 5.29 illustrates this mismatch between the input center level and the reference level,

and its effect on the data propagation. Ifthe pulse transition edges are infinitely abrupt, the level

mismatch does not cause any major problem. However, outputs of the switch have pulse transi

tion periods (i.e., rise and fall times) determined by the bandwidth of the switch. As a result, the

decision points and effective pulse widths vary for different inputs. Especially, when the data

rate is near the maximum capacity of the switch, the pulse transition period is approximately

equal to the bit period, and the decision point variation severely affects the propagation of data

through the switch. In other words, effective duty cycle of the input would deviate from 50%
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Figure 5.29 Offset between the input reference and the center level of the input causes timing
jitter.

resulting in one bit period shorter than the switch capacity. Therefore, the data may not pro

pagate properly or may have anexcessive timing jitter. In this worst case whenone bit period is

equal to the transition period, assuming that the input transitions are linear, the maximum jitter

added from a level offset VQs becomes

, _ 2Vos T
(5.4)

where Vs is the input swing and TbU is the bit period. For example, a 50 mV offset for a 1 V

swing causes 10% timing jitter. Of course, if the pulse transition edges are abrupt compared to

the bit period, the jitter is minor.

For the 2.8 pmversion, the outputs after many chips have been examined using a spectrum

analyzer. The frequency spectra become more rough and jagged, but jitter addition couldnot be

estimated from the data.

5.5.5 Power Supply Voltage Sensitivity

Sensitivity of the chipcharacteristics on power supply voltage variation is measured for the 3 ver

sions. For a ± 10% supply variation, i.e. from 4.5 V to 5.5 V, Table 5.1 summarizes the charac-
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teristics change of the 1.4 pm chip. Similar behaviorhas been observed for the other 2 scaled

versions.

SUPPLY VOLTAGE [V] 4.5 5.0 5.5 (20%)

SUPPLY CURRENT [mA] 153 188 228 (40%)

OUTPUT SWING [V] 1.11 1.23 1.33 (18%)

PROPAGATION DELAY [ns] 6.78 6.34 6.12 (10%)

DATA RATE [Mb/s] 244 250 254 (4%)

CROSSTALK [mV] 137 139 145 (6%)

Table 5.1 Characteristics of the 1.4 pm chip for different powersupply voltages.

The power supply current that is mainly static varies about 40%. This is expected because

major portion of the current flows in the transresistance amplifiers that are biased at the logic

thresholdvoltage. In this case, the current is roughly proportional to (-t- - VV«)2.

One thing to note is the outputswingvariation CI8%) or the sensitivity of the swingthat is

about 0.9. This sensitivity lower than 1 verifies the effectiveness of the bias generator and feed

back resistor combination discussed in Sections 5.2.4 and 4.4.7.

Other things to note include the delay and the data rate for 80% eye opening in the full

broadcasting mode. Although the delay decreases and the data rate increases as the supply vol

tage is increased, they show unexpectedly low variations: 10% and 4%, respectively. This sug

gests that a large part of the propagation delaymay not be related to charging capacitances. If the

high-speed path circuits are simple digital inverters, the delay and data rate variation would be
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close to 20%.

The crosstalk that would depend on the output swing and data rate, varies only 6%. This is

far less than expected ("22% for given data) and suggests that the transient current sensitivity is

quite low.

5.5.6 Performance under Scaling

The chip characteristics of the 3 versions are summarized in Table 5.2. The 3 versions can

roughly be considered as designs following the constant voltage scaling law [44] witha scaling

factor, St of 1.4. Under the constant voltage scaling, the horizontal and vertical dimensions are

scaledbut the power supply voltage is kept constant.

Versions 2.8 micron Chip 2 micron Chip 1.4 micron Chip

Chip Size 5.S mm x 5.9 mm 3.9 mm x 4.1 mm 2.8 mm x 3.0 mm

Power Dissipation 0.8 W 1.3 W 0.9 W

Max. Data Rate 130 Mb/s NRZ 260 Mb/s NRZ 300 Mb/s NRZ

Propagation Delay 15.5 ns 7.6 ns 5.9 ns

Max. Timing Jitter 9% @ 105 Mb/s 8.5%@215Mb/s 4%@250Mb/s

Max. Crosstalk 110 mV p-p 100 mV p-p 140 mV p-p

Table 5.2 Characteristics of the 2.8,2, and 1.4 pm chips for a 5 Vsupply at room temperature.

Thus the chip size isexpected to decrease byS2 going from the 2.8 pm version to the 2 pm

version and from the 2 pm to the 1.4 pm, which is evident from the table.

The power dissipation that isproportional to the static supply current isexpected to increase

by S because the gate oxide thickness is reduced by S and k' increases by S. However, the dissi

pation actually increases by 1.6 for the 2.8 pm - 2 pm scaling and 0.7 (decrease!) for the 2 pm -
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1.4 pm scaling. This means that the 3 technologies are not scaled properly in terms of the

current. In fact, k' of theminimum gate length n-MOSFET in each technology does not follow

the scaling law. As shownin Table 5.3, it increases by factors of 1.2 and 1.2. The deviation of

scale factors is worse for the gate oxide thickness: 1.7 and 1.1. Although the trend of gate oxide

thickness reduction is close to the trend of power dissipation, the discrepancy is still large. The

reasons may include excessivelateral diffusion thatreduces effective channel length forthe 2 pm

version, the shortchannel effects that reduce saturation current for the 1.4 pm version, and inac

curate modeling that affects parameters such as*'.

Versions 2.8 micron 2 micron 1.4 micron

tox (NMOS)

k' (NMOS)

1

1

1

1.7

1.2

1

1.1

1.2

Power Dissipation

Delay

Data Rate

Crosstalk

1

1

1

1

1.6

1

2.0

2.1

0.9

0.7

1

1.3

1.2

1.4

Table 5.3 Actual scale factors for the parameters and chip characteristics.

The delay is expected to decrease by S2 for a perfect scaling. But as the oxide thickness and

current scale differently, the delay may scale according to

JJ) w
•J tox

(5.5)
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where Stox is the oxide thickness scale factor and Si is the current scale factor. If the actual values

areused, the delay scale factors in the table areverified.

Also, because the data rate is inversely proportional to the delay, the same scale factors are

expected for the data rate. This expectation is proved in Table 5.3.

The crosstalk most of which comes from the transient current in the output buffer may

depend on the power dissipation and the data rate. That is, the crosstalk increases by S3 or, in

practice, by SjSD. The data shown in the table, however, deviate from the prediction too much.

This wouldbe due to missingof the substrate bonding for the 2.8 pm chip and inaccuracy of the

measurement

5.5.7 Conclusion

The measurement results suggest that the circuit techniques used for the prototype switch reduce

the effects of chip parasitics, especially power supply line inductances, and allow the propagation

of high-speed (up to 300 Mb/s) data. Timing jitter added from the switch is less than 10% and

on-chip power supply noise appeared as the crosstalk is around 100 mV 00% of the output

swing) at the 80% eye opening data rate.

The scaling experiment demonstrates that the design is robust against blind scaling.

Although the circuit has not been optimized for the 3 pm or 2 pmtechnology, proper operation

has been obtained from the scaled-up versions and performance of those is quite close to what is

expected.

The circuit techniques can also be applied to other high-speed circuits such as sense

amplifiers in fast static or dynamic memories. In addition, they may beapplicable for reducing

voltage swings on the highly capacitive, high-speed data busses in processors. Without increas

ing device sizes and without introducing power supply noise, desired speeds will be achieved by

using the techniques.
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5.6 FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

The prototype chip described in this chapter consumes unnecessarily large static power in the

high-speed paths. Alsoit has minor interface problems when constructing a large switching net

work. This sectionsuggests possible improvements to these problems.

5.6.1 Reduction of Static Power Consumption

As hasbeen pointed out,most of the static power is consumed in the transresistance amplifier cir

cuits. Among the three transresistance amplifiers alongthe high-speed path, the one in the output

buffer dissipates about 2/3 of power. Remember that, during the standby state when none of the

16switch cells that are connected to one outputchannel is ON, the output is pulleddown to a low

level (see Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.11). This standby low level is basically identical to the lower

limit of the swing for an active output Because of this, guard time required between each data

transmission is minimized. But in applications whereenoughguard time is provided, the standby

low level may be pulled down to VSs so that static power consumption is reduced.

One way to pull down the outputlow level to Vss is to breakthe feedback pathin the output

transresistance amplifier during the standby state. This can be achieved by controlling the

transmission gate feedback resistor. Since the standby pull-down signal SBy is already available,

it canbe used for the control. Figure 5.30 illustrates this concept; SBy is connected to the gates

of p-MOSFETs MPA2 and MP05 and its complement is connected to MNA2 and MN05.

Therefore when SBy is high, the transmission gates are OFF and Oy and OUTy are discharged

to Vss. This modified circuit eliminates static power dissipation in the sense amplifier and output

buffer during the standby state.

5.6.2 Output Level Control

As discussed in the previous section, constructing a large switch network by the method illus-
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ARRAY

OUTy

Figure5.30 Sense amplifier and outputbuffermodified for minimum static powerconsumption.

trated in Figure 5.23 (or Figure 2.11 and 2.12 in general) degrades the effective network

bandwidth, because the level mismatches between outputs from different chips change the duty

cycles of pulses and reduce bit periods.

One solution to this problem is to provide one input reference for the whole switch network

and control the output centerlevels as close to this reference as possible. The centerlevel of the

output buffer shown in Figure 5.11 can be controlled by adding a transistor as shown in Figure

5.31. In fact, the logic threshold voltage of the lastinverter changes if the conductance of MN07

is varied through Vcont. The voltage Vcont needs to be controlled so that the final logic thres

hold voltage is very close to the input reference.

The control voltage can be generated using a dummy high-speed path circuit as shown in

Figure 5.32. The negative feedback loop forces the logic threshold voltage OUTd to beequal to

the reference input VR and generates a proper Vcont. Simulation shows that the logic threshold

tracks the input wellbetween 2.2 and 3V withalittie offset"15 mV (Figure 5.32 (b)).
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OUTy
—-^fiuMD [OUTy]

Lo

Vcont
Co

X7

Figure 5.31 Output buffer modified for output levelcontrol.

Although the output levels inone chip follows the input reference ingeneral, due to param

eter variation at different locations, the levels of different outputs would have non-identical

offsets. Another thing to note is that the parameter variation is much more severe among dif

ferent chips. However, since this circuit ensures that the output levels of an individual chip track

the reference with minor offsets, the chip-to-chip interface ismuch better than that for the proto

type switch.

5.6.3 Current Interface

Theinterface between different chips can also beimproved by designing theoutput buffer current

driving and input buffer current sensing. Figure 5.33 shows one design modified from the proto

type switch. In this circuit, the voltage swing reduction technique is applied at the highly capaci

tive output node that is direcdy driven by the switch cells. The transresistance amplifier in the

input buffer senses current from the switch and limits voltage swing atthe off-chip node.
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ARRAY OUTPUT STAGE

OUTd

Figure 5.32 (a) Dummy circuit forgenerating control voltage and (b) tracking performance of the
logic threshold voitagelo the input reference.
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Figure 5.33 (a) Current-driving output buffer and current-sensing input buffer and (b) worst-case
simulation results of the circuit.
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This design is advantageous because the input/output interface is insensitive to parameter

variation between the chips and the signal path from input to output is simplified. A worst case

simulation shown in (b) suggests that 400 Mb/s NRZ data propagate with about 2.5 ns delay and

4% timing jitter.

One drawbackof this design is that the output can only drive one input In other words, the

fan-out is limited to 1 in normal operations, whichrestricts the applications ofthe chip in general.

However, because most of the expansion methods require switches with the fan-out of 1 (seeFig

ures 2.9 - 2.12), this design would be sufficient for most applications. Another disadvantage is

the large power dissipation in the input buffer. This is because current from the switch cell needs

to be large to drive the off-chip capacitive load in short time, and the current in the transresis

tance amplifiermust be largerthan this current forproper operation.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This thesis concludes that widebandcircuit switching for 100to 200 Mb/s fiber-optic networks is

feasible in prevalent, low power, large-scale silicon CMOS IC technologies, even though not the

fastest This suggests that the future fiber based LAN or broadband ISDN would not require

underdeveloped and expensive optical techniques. Optical domain channel switching would be

needed only at the highest data rates on the order of 1 GHz.

Electronic switching has been demonstrated by implementing a 16 x 16 crosspointswitch,

which is one of the key elements in circuit switching networks, using 3 to 1.25 pm CMOS tech

nologies along with appropriate circuit techniques.

Circuit techniques suggested in this work reduce voltage swing and current transients at

critical nodes, enhance the switch bandwidth, and allow integration of more crosspoints for a

given technology while reducing power line noise, crosstalk, and intersymbol interference.

Furthermore, the switch is direcdy scalable andthe effectivenessof the techniques is maintained

under technology scaling.

These circuit techniques would be applicable to the CMOS realization of other wideband

circuits such as opto-electric receivers, transmitters, and timing recovery and regeneration circuits

that are needed for broadband electronic switching, and to high speed digital CMOS ICs, in gen

eral.
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APPENDIX 1

OPTIMAL DESIGN OF DRIVER CHAINS

There are many nodes inside MOS VLSI digital circuits that have large capacitance, such as

clock lines, data busses, control lines for parallel data paths, inputs of large decoders, and output

pads. To drive such nodes without introducing excessive signal delay, a large amount of current

needs to be sourced from the driving circuit But the drive required for these heavy loads is

beyond the capability of the small gates that are used for ordinary logic implementation in VLSI

chips. In this case, a driver chain thatis a cascade of drivers whose sizes are successively scaled

up can be inserted between the minimum size gate and load. Often in CMOS digital circuits, a

driver is simply realized with a static inverter. However, a driver chain needsto be optimized in

terms of the numberof stages and scale up factor to minimize the propagation delay. In fact, the

optimal criteria for a driver chain havebeenderived in view ofminimizingthe delay [57].

The previous derivation lacks certain details that maybecome important in real implemen

tations. Each driver in the chain has parasitic capacitances at its output node and, due to these

parasitics, thedelay through that driver is not purely proportional to the input capacitance of the

next stage as has been assumed in the derivation. This can result in substantial errors in the

optimum values. Another thing to note is that the delay is not the only performance figure to be

optimized inVLSI circuits; power and area are also important. Optimization without considering

these performance criteria will lead to circuits with wasteful die area and power consumption.

Especially since optimal design guides are being setup for computer-aided design of VLSI cir

cuits, even small errors in the guides may be detrimental.

In this appendix, the effectof parasitics is addressed and the optimum scale up factor that
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minimizes the total propagation delay through a general driver chain is derived. Optimization

based on area-delay, power-delay, and area-power-delay products as alternative figures of merit

are also discussed.

A1.1 DRIVER CHAIN DELAY OPTIMIZATION

An AT-stage driver chain driving alarge capacitive load CL orsourcing alarge current IN is shown

in Figure Al.l. The first stage of the chain is driven by a current /<> from a minimum size gate

whose input capacitance is CGo. The i* driver sources an average outputcurrent /,- and has an

input capacitance Ca. And the sizeof each driver in thechain is increased by a scale up factor k

from that of the previous stage. This means Ii =kT,_i and CGi = kCgm. In fact, this successive

scale up with a constant factor ensures a minimum delay when interconnection capacitances

between the stages arenegligible [58]. Therefore, if tj is defined as Cl/CGo,

r\ = vF+l. (Al.l)

Since each stage has parasitic capacitances associated with diffused junction, gate overlap,

and interconnection at the output node, the propagation delay through the stage is not linearly

proportional to the next-stage input capacitance. Denoting the total parasitic capacitance of the

«* driver as C«, the delay for driving the capacitance load is proportional to (Cg«+i +C/>,)//« or

(kCc. +Cpfillt. Because the delay due to the capacitancedominates over the intrinsic device tran

sit time in most cases, the propagation delay at the i* stage is represented as

_ kCk + Cpi /aii\
tDi~ Ca+Cpi T» <A1-2>

where x is the time delay through a driver driving another same size driver (k = 1). Foran invert

ing driver, x is the familiar propagation delay of a technology, usually measured at fan in = fan

out = 1 using ring oscillators. Note that the propagation delay at each stage depends on CPi.
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Therefore, if C« is random from stage to stage, the optimization problem gets complicated.

MINIMUM SIZE GATE

DRIVER

X K

X K

x a

Figure A1.1 N-stage driverchain driving a highlycapacitive load or sourcing a large current.

However, the gate overlap capacitance is exacdy proportional to the widths of MOSFETs

used in a driver. In addition, because more contact area is needed for larger drive, the diffused

junction area and corresponding capacitance at the output are approximately proportional to the

transistor widths. Also in practice, the two adjacent driver stages are closely located and the

interconnection capacitance between them is negligible. Hence, there exists a proportionality a

between C« and C& that is determined by the actual layout and technology and remains

unchanged throughout the driver chain: a 3 CpifCa. Furthermore, since thedrive capacity is con

trolled by theMOSFET widths, the junction and gate overlap capacitances scale by the same fac

tor k between stages. As a result, the delay time perstagebecomes

, , _ K+Ct ,
(A1.3)

Note that, for a =0, to reduces to kt or is linearly proportional to k.

The total delay tw through thechain simply sums to (N + l)tD. Combining Eqs. (Al.l) and

(A1.3),

fro
_ Oc-f-ttHnCn)
" (l + a)ln(K) (A1.4)

Therefore, the total delay is proportional to the technology dependent parameter t/(l +a) and to
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4 Kopt 6

SCALE UP FACTOR

10

Figure A1.2 Normalized total delay of a driver chain versus scale upfactor k for different parasi
tic capacitance ratios a.

the logarithmic capacitance ratio ln(rj). It is also a function of the scale up factor; the function

(k+a)/ln(K), as normalized total delay fro», is plotted in Figure A1.2 with a as a parameter. Each

curve shows a unique minimum at ic^ and relative flamess to the right of the optimum point

From dtTDJdK- 0, the minima occurat the intersections of the curveswith a line function k, i.e.t

v - Kept*a
(A1.5)

When a = 0, Kopt and the normalized minimum delay have the same value e that is the base of

natural logarithm, as before [57]. For other values of a, i^ can be roughly approximated by
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e +0.8a. Using K^pt, the minimum total delay becomes

fromin--Y+a ****'

Another optimization based on the current ratio InHo is possiblebut more complicated.

4 6

SCALE UP FACTOR

135

(A1.6)

10

Figure A1.3 Normalized total delay versus scale up factor for different parasitic capacitance ra
tios constrained by Eq. (A1.7).

The optimization shown above is somewhat impractical in asense that it ignores the follow

ing constraints; N must be an integer and tD be less than half the minimum pulse period (41* or

'0'). To satisfy the first constraint, simply get K^t and calculate N. Then select two integers

closest to AT and, for each, obtain k. By comparing the corresponding total delays, the real
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optimum values of k, N, and tTD can be obtained. Generally, the smaller of the two integers

would be the optimum one because the delay curves are relatively flat for ak larger than Kopt.

The second constraint comes from the fact that, if the propagation delay through a driveris

only due to the output capacitance, rise or fall time is twice the delay time and the rise or fall

transient has to be completed before the opposite transient starts. This condition can be restated

as, using Eq. (A1.3),

K<il +c^-o, (A1;7)

where tP is the minimum pulse period. Normally the minimum pulse period is half the clock

period of a circuit The resulting restriction is superimposed on the delaycurvesasshownin Fig

ure A1.3 for different tplx values. Note that, for large tplx values, the above optimizationapplies

well. However, for values smaller than 5, the curves begin to exclude optimum points. This

situation would happen when trying to design high-speed circuits out of a limited bandwidth

technology. In that case, the minimum delay is obtained for the maximum k.

A1.2 AREA AND POWER MINIMIZATION

Areaof eachdriver in Figure Al.l is approximately proportional to the drive capacity, because

bothare linearly related to the transistor widths. Thus, if the area of theminimum size gate is A0,

thatofthe i* driverbecomesA0k*. The total area used by the driverchainwill be

AT *AQJf =J^i^K.Ao= «|ffA0, (A1.8)

which decreases steadily as the scaleup factor is increased. One reasonable optimization parame

terwould be the delay-area product of the total chain. The normalized totaldelay-area product,
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is plotted in Figure A1.4 for r\ = 10,100,1000 and a = 0,1,2. The delay-area product is seen to

be a monotonically decreasing function of the scaleup factor. So, to minimize the delay-area, it

is preferable to select a scaleup factor as large as possible unless the delay gets out of a specified

limit

SCALE UP FACTOR

Figure A1.4 Normalized total delay-area product versus scale up factor for different capacitance
ratios, t\ and a.

Power consumption of each driver, whether static ordynamic, is also proportional to the

drive capability. This is obvious for static power and can be deduced for dynamic power. The

dynamic power at the output of the i* driver is expressed as C{V2f, where C, =Cffi+1 +Cw, and
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Vi is the voltage swing. Assuming that Vt =V and the static power is negligible in the driver

chain, the total power consumption becomes

Pt =V2/ gCCow +CPi)=CGoV2f g(K+a)* =CG0V2f (r\ -1) *£*. (ALIO)

The normalizedtotal power PTn =Cn - 1)(k+a)/(K-1) is again an inverse function of k. Hence,

the total power is minimized by selecting a large scale factor. A more useful parameter to be

optimized would be the delay-power product

SCALE UP FACTOR

Figure A1.5 Normalized total delay-power product versus scale up factor for different capaci
tance ratios, T) and a.
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Figure A1.5 shows the normalized delay-power product,

°PTn =(n-l) (£\$Ky (Al.ll)

for the same values of tj and a as in Figure A1.4. Note that alocal minimum and the correspond

ing optimal scale factor exist The optimal scale factors are larger than the ones in Figure A1.2

and almost independent oftj values.

DAP

SCALE UP FACTOR

Figure A1.6 Normalized total delay-area-power product versus scale up factor for different capa
citance ratios, T| and a.

If static power consumption dominates, the noimalized total power has a functional depen

dency equal to that of the total area (Eq. (A1.9)). This means that Figure A1.4can be utilized for
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the delay-static power optimization as well.

Rnally, the delay-area-power product would be a good figure of merit that needs optimiza

tion. The nonnalized product when thedynamic power is dominant is expressed as

and is shown in Hgure A1.6. Clearly, the delay-area-power product isminimized by maximizing

the scaleup factor underthe constraints like the one in Eq. (A1.7).



APPENDIX 2

LOGIC THRESHOLD VOLTAGE

The logic threshold voltage, VLt, is defined as the inputor outputvoltage of an inverterwhen the

input and output nodes have the same voltage. Therefore, an inverter with its input and output

tiedtogether naturally generates VLT. In this appendix, thelogic threshold voltage is derived for a

CMOS inverter that has either long or short channel transistors. Additionally, the analysis is

extended for a case when many such (input and output shorted) inverters with slighdy different

parameters are connected in parallel.

A2.1 CMOS INVERTER

If the simple long channel MOSFET model in saturation region [59] is used while neglecting the

drain conductance, VLT is derived from IDsn = Mdsp I with VGSn =VDsn =VLT or

^(^UVLT-VTn^^^VDD-VLT- \VTp\)2 (A2.1)
as

yn- VRAVDD+VTn-$R*\VT0\ ,.. „

where

k p^p

P* 3 k'(W\ ' (A2-3)

For transistors with very short channel lengths, the saturation current ismodeled as [60]

Ids =ks(^)(VGS - VT) (A2.4)
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with

**B q+a ,*" t. -• (A2-5)
Vnmm (l + 6)VMlL

where 8 is the body effect factor, vnoan is the normal velocity forsurface scattering, and v», is the

lateral saturationvelocity. Thus, the logic thresholdbecomes

Vam Nh>+fr-p."V (AZ6)
with a new

ksP(-j-)p
fc TTfrr- (A2-7)

In both cases, if the transistors are sized so that p* =1, then VLT - (Vdd +Vt*~ w^) m

Figure A2.1 illustrates VLT versus p* from Eqs. (A2.2) and (A2.6) for different sets of VTn and

VTp with VDd =5 V. Note that short channel inverters exhibit more Vu variation. Most modern

CMOS inverters fall in between the two extremes, i.e., long andshortcases.

A2.2 CMOS INVERTERS CONNECTED IN PARALLEL

When identically sized (in nominal sense) CMOS inverters are connected in parallel, the logic

threshold is obtained from the relation

Z/DSnJ=2/DSpj. (A2.8)

In case all of the transistor parameters exacdy match among inverters, this equation simply

results in the same Vlt as that derived in the previous section. However, if the parameters

mismatch as found in real examples, this wouldbe hard to solve without approximations.

For long channel transistors, Eq. (A2.8) is equivalent to
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Figure A2.1 Logic threshold voltage versus transistor gain ratio for different sets of MOSFET
threshold voltages with VDD =5V.

k'm,W !\2 =T^£J-(^L'\.AZ^f^" - Vt^)2=Irj^^P^DD - vLT - ivTpti\)2 (A2.9)

At first, if VTnj and VTpj are assumed to be constant, the logic threshold is simply expressed by

Eq. (A2.2) with

W

P*«
_yWbj [k'p(f)p]

17 Wy»^(f-)«,,- [A:'«(f-)„],vc
(A2.10)

where [£'(-r-)]aTO represents the average of the gain factors, which is close to the nominal value.
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This suggests that the nominal logic threshold can be obtained by connecting many inverters,

even ifeach one has slight gain parameterdeviations.

Secondly, assuming that —j*-(^-)nj and -~gL(Jg.)pj are constant, p* =1, and variations

ofVm,; and VTpj arenon-zero but small compared to theirmeans,

Vlt= vM +yr»a™-IVYP«vel (A2n)

Therefore, parallel inverters result in the nominal logic threshold, when there are mismatches

only in the transistor threshold voltages. In combination, the above results demonstrate the ten

dency that the nominallogic threshold voltage is achieved when many inverters ofminor parame

ter fluctuation are tied together.

The assumptions given above can be applied for the short channel case as well, and the

results would be the same.
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